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ABSTRACT

Shen, Xiaohui. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2016. Frequency Dependent
Mechanical Properties of Elastic Metamaterials with Locally Resonant Microstructures.
Major Professor: Chin-Teh Sun.

Frequency dependent mechanical properties of elastic metamaterials with locally
resonant microstructures were investigated. Due to the dynamic behavior of the
microstructures, the mechanical properties of these elastic metamaterials, if represented
by effective continuous media, would exhibit frequency dependent characteristics. This
phenomenon was studied from the energy propagation point of view. Based on the
monatomic mass lattice model, two band gap formation mechanisms were proposed. For
each representative element, considering the time period when effective mass velocity
increases from zero to maximum, if the kinetic energy requirement is beyond the
capability of the external work of external spring, the monatomic lattice type band gap
would be generated; if the kinetic energy requirement is negative, the two inner masses
interaction type of band gap would be generated. This analytical solution was also
verified by FE simulation. Following that, the band gap in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice
systems was explained based on the proposed two formation mechanisms, and the
passing band between the two band gaps generated by the single negative effective mass
in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice systems was eliminated based on the analytical
derivation and verified by the tone burst wave propagation using FE simulation. Further,

xvii
the dynamic behavior of rods made of elastic metamaterials with frequency dependent
properties was investigated. Based on the frequency dependent mass density and Young’s
modulus for the effective continuum, it was found that the rod natural frequency
distribution was changed and no natural resonance frequency in the band gap region of
the corresponding metamaterial. Besides, the general wave amplitude transfer function
was derived for wave propagation in layered structures, and the final transmitted wave
amplitude of the layered metamaterial structure with decreasing density was obtained
using Mathematical Induction method. Making use of the frequency dependent properties,
the elastic phase-controlling metalayer was also analyzed. It was analytically and
numerically demonstrated that, whether a normal incident longitudinal wave can
propagate through the interface depends on whether the wave length is larger or shorter
than the periodic length of the metalayer element. In addition, since the phase gradients
are the same at both sides of metalayer, this type of elastic metalayer may serve as an
energy absorption material. Finally, the wave attenuation characteristics of an elastic
metamaterial composed of spherical rubber-encased alumina particle inclusions in an
epoxy matrix was verified by numerical simulation and coil shaker based vibration test.
Moreover, the dynamic behavior of free-free end rod made of the same elastic
metamaterial was obtained by piezoelectric patches based vibration tests. It was found
that the wave attenuation effect would increase with the number of inner resonators, and
the rod natural frequencies would shift ahead when input frequency was close to band
gap region.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

As the meaning of the prefix “Meta”, the word “Metamaterial” originally indicates a
new type of material with special properties beyond the conventional materials. After
nearly two decades of development, Steven et al. [1] made a modified definition on
“Metamaterial” as: a material with “on-demand” effective properties [2], without the
constraints imposed by what nature provides.
The idea of Metamaterials first originated in the electromagnetic field. In 1968,
Veselago [3] assumed that the electric permittivity (ε) and the magnetic permeability (μ)
were both negative, and then obtained the left-handed media [4] with some abnormal
phenomena such as the reversal of Doppler shift and Cherenkov radiation and negative
refraction [5]. However, as pointed out by Veselago, substances with negative magnetic
permeability (μ) were not available, therefore this new idea did not get much attention at
that time.
Three decades later, Pendry realized the effective negative electric permittivity in
1996 [6], and proposed the split ring resonator medium which can generate negative
permeability in 1999 [7]. Following him, Smith et al. [8] proposed the loop-wire medium
with an effective negative dielectric function in a certain frequency region in 1999, and,
based on split ring resonators and continuous wires, proposed a composite medium which
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can exhibit simultaneously negative values of effective permeability and permittivity in a
frequency region in the microwave regime in 2000 [5]. In the same year, using lefthanded electromagnetic metamaterials, Pendry et al. [9] proposed a class of “superlenses”,
which can go beyond the traditional optical lens limitation, focusing light onto an area
smaller than a square wavelength. Since then, more and more researchers have been
involved in this “Meta” research area [10-15].
1.2

Acoustic/Elastic Metamaterials

Inspired by electromagnetic metamaterials, acoustic/elastic metamaterials started to
gain much attention in the last decade. Analogous to negative permittivity and
permeability in electromagnetic metamaterials, researchers first focused on realizing
acoustic metamaterials with man-made microstructures that exhibit negative effective
mass and/or negative effective modulus, which cannot be found in natural materials.
In 2000, Liu et al. [16] proposed the first artificial metamaterial using rubber-coated
spheres to create local resonance which can exhibit effective negative mass at certain
frequency range. They also experimentally verified that based on the local resonant
microstructure, it is possible to obtain the resonance-induced negative elastic constants
while the static elastic constant is still positive. In 2006, Fang et al. [17] reported a new
type of acoustic metamaterial with effective negative modulus. This new acoustic
metamaterial consists of an array of subwavelength Helmholz resonators and has been
theoretically and experimentally verified that it has an effective dynamic modulus with
negative values near the resonance frequency. From then on, the study in acoustic/elastic
metamaterials has expanded tremendously [1].

3
1.2.1

Mechanism Explanation and Double Negativity Acoustic/Elastic Metamaterials

In order to illustrate the underlying physics of the negative effective mass and
negative effective modulus, a mass-spring lattice system is used to simplify the
continuum model [18-22]. Huang et al. [19] used different analytical models to
demonstrate the necessity of the negative effective mass in mass-in-mass lattice systems.
Following this work, Huang and Sun [20] studied the attenuation of wave amplitude for
frequencies in the stop band from the energy transfer point of view. However, the
comparison between the single mass-in-mass unit and mass-in-mass lattice system is only
accurate when the forcing frequency is close to the local resonance frequency and cannot
predict the periodic band gap phenomenon of the wave propagation in the mass-in-mass
lattice system. For this point, further discussion will be given in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation. In 2011, Huang and Sun [21] proposed a mass-spring model with local
resonators which can exhibit effective negative Young’s modulus in a certain frequency
range. This work makes the mass-spring model have simultaneously negative effective
mass and Young’s modulus [23].
It is worth to mention that in the field of double negativity acoustic metamaterials,
based on different mechanisms, several other kinds of structures were proposed [24-28].
Lai et al. [24] proved that bipolar local resonance is the essential wave mechanism for
producing negative effective mass density and monopolar local resonance is the one for
negative effective bulk modulus. Based on the monopolar resonances and dipolar
resonances, Ding et al. [25] reported a metamaterial simultaneously possessing negative
bulk modulus and mass density. By dispersing soft rubber in water, Li and Chan [26]
showed the existence of acoustic metamaterial with negative effective density and bulk
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modulus simultaneously. Lee et al. [27] fabricated a one-dimensional acoustic
metamaterial consisting of a periodic array of membranes interspaced with side holes
which can exhibit a wide double negative spectral range. Liu et al. [28] proposed a chiral
microstructure which can exhibit double negativity by producing simultaneous
translational and rotational resonances.
1.2.2

Potential Applications

Many potential applications were proposed to make use of the special properties of
acoustic/elastic metamaterials. The most promising one is the sound and vibration
shielding device [29-31]. Yang et al. [29] making use of the band gap generated by the
effective negative mass of the proposed thin membrane-type acoustic metamaterials
obtained a total reflection nodal surface at certain frequencies. Huang et al. [30]
presented a semi-analytical solution for the vibration and sound radiation of a semiinfinite plate covered by a decoupling layer consisting of locally resonant acoustic
metamaterial and numerically showed that a system with acoustic metamaterial
decoupling layer exhibits significant noise reduction performance at the local resonance
frequency of the acoustic metamaterial.
According to Pendry [9], making superlenses, imaging below the diffraction limit, is
another novel application of metamaterials with negative refractive index [32-34].
Ambati et al. [32] determined that negative effective-mass density is the necessary
condition for the existence of surface states on acoustic metamaterials and meanwhile
found that these surface excitations enhanced the transmission of evanescent pressure
fields across the metamaterial. Li et al. [33] fabricated an acoustic hyperlens and
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experimentally demonstrated that it can magnify subwavelength objects by gradually
converting evanescent components into propagating waves.
Invisible cloaking is another popular topic both in electromagnetism and acoustics
[35-38]. Zhang et al. [35] proposed a practical realization of a low-loss and broadband
acoustic cloak for underwater ultrasound and experimentally verified that the acoustic
cloak can effectively bend the ultrasound waves around the hidden object, with reduced
scattering and shadow. At much larger scales, S. Brûlé et al. [36] proposed a seismic
metamaterial constituted of a mesh of vertical empty inclusions bored in the initial soil
and experimentally verified the possibility of taking seismic metamaterials as cloaks
detouring surface elastic waves in soils with similar characteristics.
Given the research progress in acoustic/elastic metamaterials over the past decade,
novel applications will certainly emerge in the coming years. In light of this, Steven et al.
[1] concluded that the future of acoustic metamaterials is sound.
1.2.3

Acoustic/Elastic Metamaterial Design Optimization

Although the future is bright, the application of acoustic/elastic metamaterials still
encounters barriers. Most of the potential applications will make use of the band gap
generated by the acoustic/elastic metamaterial. Band gap is a frequency region where
waves cannot propagate through. It should be mentioned that the band gap is not the
particular property of locally resonant acoustic/elastic metamaterials. Phononic crystals
[39-41] are another branch of band gap material. Phononic crystals are periodic structures
composed of two or more elastic freely vibrating materials [39], and its underline physics
of band gaps is Bragg scattering [40]. Since its unusual wave behavior is created via the
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mutual interaction (multiple scattering) of unit cells whose dimensions are typically about
half of the operating wavelength [1], phononic crystals are suitable only for manipulating
relatively high frequency waves. In contrast, for locally resonant acoustic/elastic
metamaterial, the waves are dominated by the resonance of the internal resonators. This
means the band gap frequency can be made very low. This makes environmental sound
and vibration shielding possible. However, the band gap generated by locally resonant
acoustic/elastic metamaterial is usually narrow, making its applications limited. Thus,
Steven et al. [1] predicted that design optimization would be a key component of the
transition from proof-of-concept experiments to acoustic metamaterials that have
application-specific properties.
Many methods are proposed to broaden the locally resonant band gap [42-48]. The
most direct way is adding more resonators with different local resonance frequencies.
However, contrary to expectations, the passing band appears in the combination range of
the negative effective mass regions of the resonators [42-44]. Tan and Sun [42] studied
the interactive behavior of internal resonators in acoustic/elastic metamaterials under an
impact pulse load and found that when internal resonators of different resonance
frequencies are adjacently placed, a leakage of frequency will emerge. Zhu et al. [43]
suggested a chiral-lattice-based elastic metamaterial beam with multiple embedded local
resonators to achieve broadband vibration suppression but found that new passbands
appear due to the dynamic interaction among resonators. This underline physics of the
new passing band can be explained as the periodic behavior of the diatomic lattice massspring system, which will be further discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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Popa et al. [45] experimentally demonstrated an architecture for active acoustic
metamaterials whose effective material parameters can be tuned independently over a
wide range of values, including negative material parameters. Baravelli and Ruzzene [46]
proposed a resonating lattice consists of an elastomeric material arranged according to a
chiral topology, and the desired frequency range of vibration attenuation can be tuned by
the grading of the lattice. Liu et al. [47], making use of the ultra-broadband negative
modulus or mass density of monatomic and diatomic chains, proposed a model of
broadband elastic metamaterial with single negativity by mimicking lattice systems.
Although many publications focused on broadening the band gap of acoustic/elastic
metamaterials, this problem still has not been completely solved. Therefore, design
optimization is still a challenge in transitioning acoustic/elastic metamaterial based
technologies to commercially viable products.
1.3

Zero-index Metamaterials and Metasurface

After focusing on negative index for nearly ten year, researchers start to move their
attention to other fascinating properties of metamaterials. Metamaterials with zero-index
is a topic of intense study recently.
In the electromagnetic wave field, researchers found that with near zero effective
permittivity, metamaterials can be used as a transmission enhancement, wave front
shaping, controlled spontaneous emission and super radiance [49-52]. As the counterpart
of electromagnetic metamaterials, acoustic/elastic metamaterials with near zero density
become a research hotspot [53-57]. Zhou and Hu [53], making use of the zero mass effect,
proposed a metamaterial slab of anisotropic mass. This proposed slab has extraordinary
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transmission of evanescent waves, which behaves as a superlens for acoustic imaging
beyond the diffraction limit. Jiang et al. [54] studied a two-dimensional membrane-based
acoustic metamaterial with a near-zero refractive index and numerically demonstrated
that the phase in this metamaterial undergoes small change and only a wave with a nearzero incident angle can transmit. Graciá-Salgado et al. [55] proposed an artificial
structure made of periodical distributions of structured cylindrical scatters embedded in a
two-dimensional waveguide which performed phenomena associated with density near
zero behavior, such as tunneling through narrow channels, control of the radiation field,
perfect transmission through sharp corners, and power splitting. Although these research
topics do not focus on the negative mass or negative modulus of acoustic/elastic
metamaterials, to generate the near zero-index, the frequency region is even more narrow
which limits the practical application of zero-index metamaterials. In fact, based on the
general definition by Steven [1], the effective mass density or/and Young’s modulus of
metamaterials can be made to be any value under a certain frequency range. Therefore
special properties of metamaterials can be achieved including negative and positive
values. This topic will be further discussed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
Another hot topic in the field of metamaterial is metasurface. An acoustic
metasurface [59-63] is a planarized version of acoustic metamaterials. Due to its
subwavelength thickness, the acoustic metasurface represents an important advance in the
mimiaturization of acoustic devises [59]. Using decorated membrane resonators, Ma et al.
[60] fabricated an impedance-matched surface with the property that an incident wave
generates no reflection. Zhao et al. [61], based on the generalized Snell’s law of
reflection [58], established the framework of acoustic wavefront manipulation by
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inhomogeneous acoustic impedance. Jun Mei and Ying Wu [59] proposed a type of
acoustic metasurface with periodically repeated supercells on rigid thin plate, where each
supercell can produce a constant wave phase delay. They numerically demonstrated that
the normal incident wave can be reflected back when its wavelength is larger than the
periodicity, but nearly unity transmitted when the wavelength is smaller than the
periodicity. It should be mentioned that all the above metasurface papers are focused on
acoustic waves, without considering the transvers wave, and in the elastic wave filed, to
the best of the author’s knowledge, the research in metasurface still remains unexplored.
1.4

Chapter Outline

This dissertation is mainly focused on the mechanisms, structural behavior, and novel
applications of frequency dependent mechanical properties of elastic metamaterials with
locally resonant microstructures. Some basic structural behaviors have also been
experimentally verified in the last chapter.
In Chapter 2, the frequency dependent mechanical properties of elastic metamaterials
with locally resonant microstructures are studied from the energy propagation point of
view. Two band gap formation mechanisms in the lattice system are proposed and
verified by finite element simulations. Based on the proposed two band gap formation
mechanisms, the band gap in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is studied. In addition,
the passing band between the two band gaps generated by the single negative effective
mass in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is eliminated from the analytical derivation
and verified by finite element simulation.
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Once the underline physics is understood, we then investigate, in Chapter 3, the
dynamic behavior of the elastic metamaterials with frequency dependent properties.
Based on the equations of frequency dependent mass density and Young’s modulus of the
effective continuum media, the dynamic response of a rod made of metamaterials is
studied. It is found that the natural frequency distribution is changed and no natural
resonance frequency exists in the band gap region of the corresponding metamaterial. In
addition, the general wave amplitude transfer function is derived for wave propagating in
layered structures, and then the final transmitted wave amplitude range of one special
case, the layered metamaterial structure with decreasing density, is obtained using
Mathematical Induction method.
After the investigation of the dynamic behavior of rod and layered structure with
frequency dependent properties, the application of elastic metamaterials in phasecontrolling metalayer is explored in Chapter 4. Based on the generalized Snell’s law, the
elastic phase-controlling metalayer is realized. It is analytically and numerically
demonstrated that, with the normal incident longitudinal wave, the propagation capability
of the longitudinal wave and the in plane transvers wave can be manipulated by the
metamaterial thickness in each section of the metalayer. In addition, unlike the isolation
effect of negative index elastic metamaterial, this type of metalayer can serve as the
energy absorption part in the structure.
Several basic but important dynamic phenomena of frequency dependent properties
of elastic metamaterials and the structural behavior predicted in Chapter 3 are
experimentally verified in Chapter 5. The wave attenuation characteristics of a
metamaterial composed of spherical rubber-encased alumina particle inclusions in an
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epoxy matrix is verified by numerical simulations and coil shaker based vibration tests.
Further, the dynamic behavior of free-free end rods made of elastic metamaterials
predicted in Chapter 3 is verified by piezoelectric patches based vibration tests. A
summary of the findings of this dissertation and recommendations for future avenues of
research are presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2. ENERGY TRANSMISSION MECHANISM IN ELASTIC
METAMATERIALS WITH LOCAL RESONATORS

2.1

Introduction

The counterintuitive phenomenon of acoustic/elastic metamaterials with negative
effective mass has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. In order to illustrate
the physical meaning of negative effective mass, mass-spring lattice system is used to
simplify the continuum model [18-20]. Although some interesting phenomena, such as
wave attenuation in the band gap, can be explained from the mathematical description,
the energy transmission mechanism in elastic metamaterials is not understood clearly.
Besides, for the simplified metamaterials model (mass-spring lattice model), the band gap
generated by the internal resonators is very narrow. Many methods have been proposed to
broaden the band gap [42-48]. The most direct way is adding more resonators with
different local resonance frequencies. However, contrary to expectations, the passing
band was found among the combination range of the negative effective mass frequency
regions of the resonators [42, 44, 64].
To solve this problem, wave propagation in metamaterials with negative effective
mass is studied from the view of energy transmission in this chapter. Firstly, two band
gap formation mechanisms are proposed based on the effective monatomic lattice model
and verified by finite element simulation. Secondly, using the proposed formation
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mechanisms, the band gap in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is studied. Finally, the
passing band between the two band gaps generated by single negative effective mass in
diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is eliminated theoretically and verified by the tone
burst wave propagation using FE simulations.
2.2

Energy Transmission in Monatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice System

It has been verified that metamaterials with negative effective mass can be modeled
as a one-dimensional mass-in-mass lattice system shown in Figure 2.1 [19]. The
periodical space between each unit cell is d.

Figure 2.1 Infinite Mass-in-mass Lattice Model (H.H. Huang, C.T. Sun. [19])
For the harmonic wave propagation, the equations of motion for the jth unit cell are:
m1( j )

d 2 u1( j )
+ k1 (2u1( j ) − u1( j −1) − u1( j +1) ) + k 2 (u1( j ) − u 2( j ) ) = 0
2
dt

(2-1a)

m 2( j )

d 2 u 2( j )
+ k 2 (u 2( j ) − u1( j ) ) = 0
dt 2

(2-1b)

( j)
where u γ represents the displacement of mass “γ” in the jth unit cell. For the (j+n)th unit

cell, the harmonic wave solution is:

uγ( j + n ) = Aγ e i ( nqd −ωt )

(2-2)

where Aγ is wave amplitude, q wave number, ω angular frequency, γ=1 and 2.
Substituting Eq. (2-2) into Eq. (2-1b), we can obtain the relationship between the
amplitude of u1(j) and u2(j):
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A2 =

where ω 0 =

A1
2
1−ω

(2-3)

ω

2
0

k2
is the local resonance of the inner m2-k2 system.
m2

Eq. (2-3) indicates that when wave propagating in the mass-in-mass lattice system,
the moving directions of m1 and m2 in each unit have two relative relations: acoustic
mode, when ω< ω0, m1 and m2 in each unit cell move in the same direction; optical mode,
when ω>ω0, m1 and m2 in each unit cell move in opposite moving directions.
The substitution of Eq. (2-2) & Eq. (2-3) in Eq. (2-1a) yields two homogeneous
equations for A1 and A2, from which the dispersion equation is obtained as:

m1m2ω 4 − [(m1 + m2 )k 2 + 2m2 k1 (1 − cos(qd ))]ω 2 + 2k1k 2 (1 − cos(qd )) = 0

(2-4)

Based on the above dispersion equation, two branches of frequency ω can be obtained
for the dimensionless wave number qd. Figure 2.2 shows the dispersion curves for a
specific set of material constants: θ=m2/m1=0.5, δ=k2/k1=0.8, and ω 0 = k 2 / m2 = 20
(rad/s).

Figure 2.2 Non-dimensionalized Dispersion Curve of Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
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In Figure 2.2, the blue curve represents the dispersion curve of the optical mode, and
the red curve represents the acoustic mode. The frequency region between the blue and
red curves is the band gap. It is clear that this band gap is composed by two frequency
regions: acoustic mode part, ω< ω0, shown as yellow shadow and optical mode part, ω>
ω0, shown as green shadow. In the following, the band gap formation mechanism in each
part is analyzed from the aspect of energy transmission.
2.2.1

Band Gap Formation Mechanism in Acoustic Mode

As shown in Eq. (2-3), in the acoustic mode, m1 and m2 in each unit have the same
moving direction, so the whole unit can be regarded as one effective mass [19, 20]. In
light of this, the band gap formation mechanism of monatomic mass lattice (shown in
Figure 2.3) is studied first in this section.

Figure 2.3 Infinite Monatomic Mass Lattice Model
Following the harmonic wave solution, the displacement of the (j+n)th unit cell is:
u ( j + n ) = A ⋅ e i ( nqd −ωt )

(2-5)

2.2.1.1 Analytical Analysis of Band Gap in Acoustic Mode
Considering the (j)th unit cell as the representative element shown in Figure 2.4. It is
proven that the time average potential-energy density and the time average kinetic-energy
density of the representative element are equal [65]. Therefore, the substance of wave
propagating through the representative element is the energy transformation between the
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external work from potential energy stored in the spring k1 and the kinetic energy
contained in the mass m.

Figure 2.4 Representative Element Model
Based on Eq. (2-5), from time t0 to t1, the kinetic energy and the external work from
potential energy in the representative element can be easily obtained as:
E kin =

(

(

1
⋅ m ⋅ real u ( j )
2

))

2

t1

(

1
E pot _ left = − ⋅ k1 ⋅ real u ( j )
2

t1

−

(

(

1
⋅ m ⋅ real u ( j )
2

− u ( j −1)

t1

)⋅ real (u

))

2

t0

( j)
t1

(2-6)

) + 12 ⋅ k

1

(

⋅ real u ( j )

t0

− u ( j −1)

t0

)⋅ real (u

( j)
t0

(2-7a)
E pot _ right =

(

1
⋅ k1 ⋅ real u ( j +1)
2

t1

− u ( j)

t1

)⋅ real (u

( j)
t1

) − 12 ⋅ k

1

(

⋅ real u ( j +1)

t0

− u ( j)

t0

)⋅ real (u

( j)
t0

(2-7b)
Assuming the velocity of the jth mass is zero at t0 and reaching its maximum at t1,
during this time period the kinetic energy reaches its maximum value as shown in Eq. (28).
Ekin _ Max =

(

(

1
⋅ m ⋅ real u ( j )
2

))

2

t1

=

1 2
ω mA 2
2

(2-8)

In order to activate each mass in the monatomic mass lattice system, in this time
period the external work from potential energy should be equal to the maximum kinetic
energy contained in the representative element. With the same maximum amplitude A of
each unit cell, the displacement of the jth mass is changing from A (at t0) to 0 (at t1), and
the external work from potential energy during this time period satisfies the inequality of

)

)
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Eq. (2-9). It is apparent that the two maximum values can be reached simultaneously
when the adjacent effective mass moving oppositely, or in another word, dimensionless
wave number qd equals to π.
E pot _ left =

(

1
⋅ k1 ⋅ real A − u ( j −1)
2

(

1
E pot _ right = − ⋅ k1 ⋅ real u ( j +1)
2

t0

)⋅ A ≤ k A

2

(2-9a)

− A ⋅ A ≤ k1 A 2

(2-9b)

t0

1

)

It is obvious that, with the constant displacement amplitude A, the kinetic energy will
increase with the angular frequency. However, the external work from potential energy in
this period has a limitation (Epot_left + Epot_right). Therefore, in order to keep every unit with
the same displacement amplitude A without attenuation, the angular frequency of waves
propagating in this monatomic mass lattice system has a limitation as shown in Eq. (2-10).
Beyond this angular frequency, the potential energy cannot transform enough energy to
activate each mass with constant amplitude. This mechanism generates the band gap in
acoustic mode.
(ω Max ) 2 =

4 k1
m

(2-10)

2.2.1.2 Effective Mass Effect on Band Gap in Acoustic Mode
For the monatomic mass lattice system shown in Figure 2.3, the equation of motion
for the jth unit cell is:

m

( j)

d 2u ( j )
+ k1 (2u ( j ) − u ( j −1) − u ( j +1) ) = 0
2
dt

(2-11)

Substituting Eq. (2-5) into Eq. (2-10), we can obtain the dispersion equation of this
monatomic mass lattice system:

mω 2 = 2k1 (1 − cos(qd ))

(2-12)
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To represent the mass-in-mass lattice system, the dispersion curve of effective
monatomic mass system should be identical to the original one [19, 20]. Compared the
Eq. (2-4) with Eq. (2-12), the effective monatomic system mass meff of mass-in-mass
lattice system can be expressed as:

meff =

(m1 + m2 )k 2 − m1m2ω 2
k 2 − m 2ω 2

(2-13)

Substituting Eq. (2-13) into Eq. (2-10), the maximum wave frequency can be
expressed as:

(ω Max ) =
2

[(m1 + m2 )k 2 + 4k1m2 ] ± (m1 + m2 )2 k 2 2 + 16k12 m2 2 + 8k1k 2 m2 (m2 − m1 )
2m1m2
(2-14)

Denoting θ=m2/m1, δ=k2/k1, ω 0 = k 2 / m2 and divided Eq. (2-14) by ω 0 , Eq. (2-15)
2

is obtained to compare the maximum wave frequency with the local frequency of internal
mass-spring system.
 ω Max

 ω0

2

1
4θ 
 = 1 + θ +
±
2
δ 



(1 + θ )2 + 16 θ 2
2

δ

+8


θ
(θ − 1)
δ


(2-15)

The minus sign and plus sign in Eq. (2-15) corresponds to the maximum wave
frequency of acoustic and optical branch in Figure 2.2, respectively, in which the latter
one will be explained in section 2.2.2.2. Considering the same set of material constants in
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.5 indicates the dispersion curve of the monatomic mass lattice
system with effective mass and static mass (mst = m1+m2).
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Figure 2.5 Dispersion Curve for Monatomic Lattice Model with Static/Effective Mass
It is obvious that the maximum wave frequency of effective mass lattice is less than
the static mass one. This is because the energy stored in the internal mass-spring system
increasing significantly when the wave frequency close to its local resonance frequency,
which requires more external work from the external spring potential energy with the
same angular frequency.
2.2.2

Band Gap Formation Mechanism in Optical Mode

The dispersion curve shown in Figure 2.2 indicates that for a certain wave number,
there are two corresponding wave frequencies. Take the infinite wave length for instance.
In acoustic mode, all the unit cells oscillate in phase, the lattice system will move as a
unity without alteration of the distance between unit cells, and this frequency is zero [65].
Besides, the oscillation frequency of the two masses in the same unit cell with opposite
directions making their center of mass at rest will also correspond to the infinite wave
length frequency in optical mode. Therefore, the band gap in optical mode is due to the
interaction of two masses in each unit cell.
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2.2.2.1 Analytical Analysis of Band Gap in Optical Mode
Considering the (j)th unit cell as the representative element shown in Figure 2.6. The
substance of wave propagation through this representative element can be seen as the
energy transformation between the external work from potential energy in spring k1 and
the energy stored in the mass-in-mass system.

Figure 2.6 Representative Element Model
The energy stored in the mass-in-mass system includes kinetic energy and potential
energy. From time t0 to t1, the kinetic energy change of external mass m1 and internal
mass m2 can be expressed as Eq. (2-16). And the potential energy change of the internal
spring k2 can be expressed as Eq. (2-17). The potential energy change in external spring
k1 (Epot_k1) equals to the summation of Eq. (2-7a) and Eq. (2-7b).
Ekin =

[(

(

1
( j)
⋅ m1 ⋅ real u1
2

)) − (real (u
2

t1

)) ]+ 12 ⋅ m ⋅ [(real (u
2

( j)
t0

1

2

)) − (real (u
2

( j)
2

t1

)) ]
2

( j)
2

t0

(2-16)
E pot _ k 2 =

( (

1
( j)
⋅ k 2 ⋅ real u1
2

t1

− u2

))

2

( j)
t1

−

( (

1
( j)
⋅ k 2 ⋅ real u1
2

t0

− u2

))

2

( j)
t0

(2-17)

Assuming the velocity of mass m1 and m2 in jth unit are zero at time t0 and reaching
the maximum at time t1, substitute harmonic wave solution Eq. (2-2) and the amplitude
relationship Eq. (2-3) into Eq. (2-16), and then the kinetic energy reaches its maximum
value as shown in Eq. (2-18) during this time period.
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Ekin _ Max

( (

1
( j)
= ⋅ m1 ⋅ real u1
2

))

2

t1

( (

1
( j)
+ ⋅ m2 ⋅ real u 2
2

)) =
2

t1

(

ω 2 A12 m1 (k 2 − m2ω 2 ) + m2 k 2 2
2

(

2 k 2 − m2ω

)

)

2 2

(2-18)
The energy change in the mass-in-mass system during this time period can be
expressed as Eq. (2-19), where Epot_k2 is potential energy change in internal spring k2.

E mass −in − mass = E kin _ Max + E pot _ k 2 =

(

ω 2 A1 2 m1 (k 2 − m2ω 2 ) + m2 k 2 2
2

(

2 k 2 − m 2ω 2

)

2

)−

k 2 A1 m2 ω 4
2

(

2

2 k 2 − m 2ω 2

)

2

(2-19)
As analyzed in section 2.2.1.1, the potential energy change Epot_k1 is limited in a
certain value range shown in Eq. (2-20). The minimum value can be reached when the
adjacent external mass m1 oscillate in phase, or in another word, the dimensionless wave
number qd equals to 0; the maximum value can be reached when the adjacent external
mass m1 moving oppositely, or in another word, the dimensionless wave number qd
equals to π.

0 ≤ E pot _ k1 ≤ 2k1 A1

2

(2-20)

In order to activate the wave propagation in this time period, the energy change in
the mass-in-mass system should be equal to the external work done by the external spring
in the representative element. From Eq. (2-19) and Eq. (2-20), it is not difficult to obtain
the starting angular frequency of optical branch, as expressed in Eq. (2-21). At this
critical point, the two masses in each unit cell can oscillate in opposite directions without
gaining energy from the external spring k1, which makes their center of mass at rest
( m1v1 + m2 v 2

= 0 ).
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ω optical =

k 2 (m1 + m2 )
m1m2

(2-21)

In the angular frequency region from ω0 to ωoptical, the energy change in the mass-inmass system shown in Eq. (2-19) is negative. Since the external work from external
spring (Epot_k1) cannot be negative, the opposite moving oscillation of the two masses in
each unit cell cannot be sustained with constant displacement amplitude A1 from ω0 to
ωoptical. This mechanism generates the band gap in optical mode.
2.2.2.2 Effective Mass in Optical Mode Band Gap
The effective mass of the mass-in-mass lattice system in the optical mode can also be
described as Eq. (2-13). Unlike the positive increasing effective mass in the acoustic
mode band gap, the effective mass is negative in the optical mode band gap from ω0 to
ωoptical. This is due to the different band gap formation mechanism.
For the acoustic mode band gap, it is generated by the kinetic energy requirement
beyond the capability of the external work of spring k1 in each representative element,
and its dimensionless wave number qd equals to π. This can be captured by the same
periodic effect of the monatomic lattice system with increasing effective mass. Besides,
the second band gap beyond the optical band is caused by the same mechanism. So, the
angular frequency ωMax in Eq. (2-15) with plus sign is corresponding to the upper bound
of the optical passing band.
However, for the optical mode band gap, the negative external work requirement is
caused by the interaction of two masses in each unit cell, and the dimensionless wave
number qd equals to 0. In order to capture the decreasing negative kinetic energy along
with the external mass velocity, the effective mass has to be negative.
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2.2.3

Simulation Verification of Band Gap Formation Mechanisms

In order to verify the two band gap formation mechanisms, finite element simulation
in ABAQUS is performed. Figure 2.7 shows the scheme of mass-in-mass lattice model
with 1000 units. The lattice distance is selected to be sufficiently smaller than the
wavelength.

Figure 2.7 Finite Element Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
With unit amplitude displacement input at the 1st unit cell, the steady state response of
the lattice system is studied. The transmission coefficient at different angular frequencies
is obtained by measuring the ratio of the displacement of external mass in the 20th unit
cell to the input displacement at the 1st unit cell. Using the same set of material constants
in Figure 2.2, Figure 2.8 compares the band gap region in dispersion curve by theory with
the one in transmission coefficients by FEM. It is shown that the two band gap regions
have an excellent agreement, which indicates the finite element analysis can capture the
formation mechanisms in each band gap.
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(a) Dispersion Curve by Theory

(b) Transmission Coefficient by FEM

Figure 2.8 Band Gap Comparison of Theory Solution and FE Simulation
The wave propagation simulation is performed using ABAQUS Explicit. The massin-mass lattice model is the same one as shown in Figure 2.7 with a sinusoidal amplitude
displacement input exerted on the 1st unit cell. The critical angular frequencies shown in
Figure 2.8(a) are selected as the input wave frequencies.
Based on the first band gap formation mechanism, at the critical angular frequency,
the adjacent external mass should move opposite and the potential energy in external
spring should be equal to 2k1A12, which is 20000 in this case. Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10
show the displacement histories of two adjacent external mass and the external work
done by the external spring, corresponding to angular frequency ω1 and ω3 in Figure
2.8(a). It is seen that the simulation results have a good agreement with the analytical
analysis. The small difference in external work between the analytical solution and
simulation result is caused by the truncation error in input angular frequency.
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(a) Displacement Histories of 3rd & 4th m1 (b) External Work by spring k1 in 3rd unit
Figure 2.9 Input Wave Frequency ω1: (a) Displacement History, (b) External Work

(a) Displacement Histories of 3rd & 4th m1

(b) External Work by spring k1 in 3rd unit

Figure 2.10 Input Wave Frequency ω3: (a) Displacement History, (b) External Work
Based on the second band gap formation mechanism, at the critical angular frequency,
the adjacent external mass should move in phase and the energy stored in the mass-inmass unit cell should be equal to 0. Figure 2.11 shows the displacement histories of two
adjacent external masses and the energy stored in the 3rd mass-in-mass unit cell,
corresponding to angular frequency ω2 in Figure 2.8(a). The simulation results have a
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good agreement with the analytical analysis and the small energy stored in mass-in-mass
unit is caused by the truncation error in input angular frequency.

(a) Displacement Histories of 3rd & 4th m1

(b) Energy Stored in the 3rd unit

Figure 2.11 Input Wave Frequency ω2: (a) Displacement History, (b) Stored Energy
2.3

Energy Propagation in Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice System

Since the band gap is only generated in a narrow band around the local resonance
frequency of the internal mass-spring system, it would be a natural idea to add more
resonators with different local resonances to broaden the band gap. Figure 2.12 shows an
infinitely long one-dimensional diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system. The space distance
between each adjacent unit cell is d.

Figure 2.12 Infinite Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
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As analyzed in section 2.2, using effective mass to represent the resonator can capture
all the dispersion characteristics of the monatomic mass-in-mass lattice system. Therefore,
each unit cell in Figure 2.12 is represented by the effective mass expressed in Eq. (2-22).

(m1 + m2 )k 2 − m1m2ω 2
meff _ 1 =
k 2 − m 2ω 2

(2-22a)

(m1 + m3 )k 2 − m1m3ω 2
k 2 − m3ω 2

(2-22b)

meff _ 2 =

The effective diatomic lattice system is shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 Infinite Effective Diatomic Lattice Model
For harmonic wave propagation, the equations of motion for the jth unit cell are:

d 2u1( j )
+ k1 (2u1( j ) − u 2( j −1) − u 2( j ) ) = 0
meff _ 1
2
dt

(2-23a)

d 2u 2( j )
+ k1 (2u 2( j ) − u1( j ) − u1( j +1) ) = 0
2
dt

(2-23b)

meff _ 2

( j)
where u γ represents the displacement of effective mass “γ” of the jth cell.

For the (j+n)th unit cell, the harmonic wave solution is:

u1( j +n ) = A1e i (2 nqd −ωt )

(2-24a)

u 2( j +n ) = A2 e i ((2 n+1)qd −ωt )

(2-24b)

Substituting Eq. (2-24) into Eq. (2-23), we can obtain two linear equations in A1 and
A2:
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(

)

(2-25a)

(

)

(2-25b)

A1 meff _ 1ω 2 − 2k1 + 2k1 A2 cos(qd ) = 0

A2 meff _ 2ω 2 − 2k1 + 2k1 A1 cos(qd ) = 0

To obtain the nontrivial solutions for A1 and A2, the determinant of the coefficients of
A1 and A2 shall vanish, which gives the dispersion equation as:

meff _ 1meff _ 2ω 4 − 2k1 (meff _ 1 + meff _ 2 )ω 2 + 2k1 (1 − cos(2qd )) = 0
2

(2-26)

Based on Eq. (2-26), Figure 2.14 shows the dispersion curve for a specific set of
lattice parameters: [m1,m2,m3,k1,k2]=[20,40,100,10000,2000].

Figure 2.14 Dispersion Curve for Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
The pink lines in Figure 2.14 show the local angular frequencies of meff_1 and meff_2,
respectively. The angular frequency region of the negative effective mass meff_1 is from
6.897 rad to 12.25 rad, and for meff_2 from 4.363 rad to 10.96 rad. Unlike the intuitive
thought that the band gap of the diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system would combine the
effective negative mass frequency region of each resonator, there is a passing band
between the two band gaps shown in Figure 2.14. In the following, the band gap
formation mechanism and the passing band formation mechanism are analyzed from the
view of energy transmission.
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2.3.1

Band Gap Formation Mechanism in Diatomic Lattice System

As analyzed in section 2.2, there are two formation mechanisms of band gap in the
lattice system. The first one is due to the kinetic energy requirement beyond the external
work capability of the external spring k1 in each representative element; the other one is
due to the negative external work requirement caused by the interaction of two masses in
each representative element.
These two formation mechanisms have different physical phenomena if the system is
represented by monatomic mass lattice model. For the first one, the critical angular
frequency of the band gap satisfies Eq. (2-10); for the second one, the band gap has the
same frequency region as the negative effective mass of single mass-in-mass unit cell.
Based on the two band gap formation mechanisms in monatomic mass lattice system,
the effective monatomic mass lattice system shown in Figure 2.15 is studied first. Since
the periodic element for diatomic lattice system including two masses, the space distance
between each effective mass in the effective monatomic lattice system is 2d.

Figure 2.15 Effective Monatomic Mass Lattice Model
Since the dispersion curve of the effective system should be identical to the original
one, compared the Eq. (2-12) with Eq. (2-26), the effective mass Meff can be expressed as:
M eff = 2(meff _ 1 + meff _ 2 ) −

meff _ 1meff _ 2ω 2
k1

(2-27)
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Substituting Eq. (2-27) into Eq. (2-10), if meff_1 < meff_2, two angular frequencies can
be obtained:
ω1 =

2 k1
meff _ 2

&

ω2 =

2k1
meff _ 1

(2-28)

These two angular frequencies are critical points for the first band gap formation
mechanism. In the angular frequency region between ω1 and ω2, the adjacent effective
mass is moving oppositely, and the external work from spring k1 is not enough to activate
each effective mass with the same amplitude.
For the second band gap formation mechanism, the corresponding angular frequency
(ω3) of the static effective mass (meff_1v1+meff_2v2 = 0), or in another word, the angular
frequency for the zero effective mass Meff, is the critical point.

ω3 =

2k1 (meff _ 1 + meff _ 2 )
meff _ 1meff _ 2

(2-29)

Beyond this angular frequency, the adjacent effective mass has the same moving
direction, and the external work from spring k1 cannot transform negative energy to
activate each effective mass with the same amplitude.
Considering the same set of material constants in Figure 2.14, Figure 2.15 indicates
the dispersion curve of the diatomic mass lattice system with static mass (meff_1=m1+m2,
meff_2=m1+m3).
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Figure 2.16 Dispersion Curve of Diatomic Lattice Model with Static Mass
It is noted that in the diatomic lattice system, contrast to the monatomic mass-in-mass
lattice system, ω3 here is the lower bound of the second band gap. This is caused by the
different connection style of two typical masses in the lattice system [65].
2.3.2

Effective Mass Effect on the Band Gap in Diatomic Lattice System

Substituting Eq. (2-22) into Eq. (2-28) and Eq. (2-29), the critical angular frequency
ω1, ω2 and ω3 can be obtained from Eq. (2-30) and Eq. (2-31).

((

m1m3ω 4 − (m1k 2 + m3 k 2 + 2k1m3 )ω 2 + 2k1k 2 = 0

(2-30a)

m1m2ω 4 − (m1k 2 + m2 k 2 + 2k1m2 )ω 2 + 2k1k 2 = 0

(2-30b)

)

)

m1 m2 m3ω 6 − m1 m2 + m1 m3 + 2m1m2 m3 k 2 + 4m1m2 m3 k1 ω 4 + (m1 + m2 )(m1 + m3 )k 2 ω 2
2

2

2

2

+ 4k1k 2 (m1m3 + m1m2 + m2 m3 )ω 2 − 2k1k 2 (2m1 + m2 + m3 ) = 0
2

(2-31)
For the same set of lattice parameters, the lowest angular frequency of ω1, ω2 and ω3
are calculated and labeled in Figure.17.
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Figure 2.17 Dispersion Curve of Diatomic Lattice Model with Effective Mass
It is noted that due to the effective mass, the relative size of meff_1 and meff_2 is
changing with the angular frequency. Thus, both ω1 and ω2 are the beginning angular
frequency of a band gap. From the view of energy transmission, it is predictable that
near the local resonance frequency of each resonator, the internal mass-spring system
will store large amount of energy, which is beyond the external work capability of the
external spring k1.
It is clear that another critical point ω3 is in the angular frequency region between ω1
and ω2. This phenomenon indicates the reason why there is a passing band between two
band gaps shown in Figure 2.17. As analyzed in section 2.2, in monatomic mass-in-mass
lattice system, the representative element is the single mass-in-mass unit cell. Based on
the second band gap formation mechanism, the corresponding angular frequency (ω3) of
the static mass should satisfy the equation: m1v1+m2v2=0. If the effective mass is used to
represent the mass-in-mass unit cell, the band gap will have the same frequency region
with the negative effective mass, and the negative effective mass indicates the
oscillation of the two masses in each unit cell requiring negative external work.
However, in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system the representative element includes
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two masses and the critical oscillation angular frequency should satisfy the equation:
meff_1v1+meff_2v2 = 0. It is obvious that the single negative effective mass cannot
guarantee the total effective mass of each representative element requiring negative
external work. Therefore, the designed band gap is not just a simple combination of the
two negative effective mass frequency regions of each resonator.
To eliminate the passing band between the two band gaps shown in Figure 2.17, the
two critical angular frequencies ω2 and ω3 should be equal. Compared the Eq. (2-28)
with Eq. (2-29), the equality of ω2 and ω3 requires the effective mass meff_2 be infinity at
that frequency. Thus we have the Eq. (2-32) to eliminate the passing band:

(

)

2k1 k 2 − m2ω 2
k2
=
m3 (m1 + m2 )k 2 − m1m2ω 2

(2-32)

Considering the mass m2 as the variable, based on Eq. (2-32) we can obtain m2 =
90.7407. Figure 2.18 shows the dispersion curve for the modified set of lattice
parameters: [m1,m2,m3,k1,k2]=[20,90.7407,100,10000,2000].

Figure 2.18 Dispersion Curve for Modified Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
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2.3.3

Simulation of the Band Gap in Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice System

In order to verify the two band gap formation mechanisms, finite element simulation
using ABAQUS Explicit is performed. Figure 2.19 shows the scheme of diatomic massin-mass lattice model with 1000 units. The lattice distance is selected to be sufficiently
smaller than the wavelength.

Figure 2.19 Finite Element Diatomic Mass-in-mass Lattice Model
The tone burst input excitation, with 7.84 rad center frequency, is used in this study
(Figure 2.20). The tone burst is generated by modulating a "sin" wave function with a
Hanning window to warrant a narrow banded frequency spectrum [66].

(a) 3 cycle Tone Burst

(b) FFT Spectrum of the Tone Burst

Figure 2.20 Tone Burst Input Excitation
Two cases with different sets of lattice parameters, corresponding to the original and
modified design, are studies.
Case 1: [m1,m2,m3,k1,k2]=[20,40,100,10000,2000];
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Case 2: [m1,m2,m3,k1,k2]=[20,90.7407,100,10000,2000].
Figure 2.21 shows the displacement histories of the input point and output point
(external mass in the 5th unit) in two cases.

(a) Displacement Histories in Case 1

(b) Displacement Histories in Case 2

Figure 2.21 Displacement Histories of the Input and Output Point in Two Cases
Figure 2.22 compares the frequency spectrum of the displacement histories of the
input with the ones of output points in two cases. It is noted that around the angular
frequency 6 rad there is a distinct sharp peak in the frequency spectrum of the output
point in case 1. The peak is corresponding to the passing band between the two band gaps
shown in Fig 2.16, which reveals the single negative effective mass cannot guarantee the
wave attenuation in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system. In contrast, the attenuation
phenomenon is very clear in the frequency spectrum of the output point in case 2, which
shown an excellent agreement with the analytical solution.
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Figure 2.22 FFT Spectrum of the Tone Burst

2.4

Conclusion

The wave propagation in elastic metamaterials with negative effective mass is studied
from the view of energy transmission. Based on the effective monatomic mass lattice
model, two band gap formation mechanisms are proposed.
The first one is due to the kinetic energy requirement beyond the capability of the
external work of external spring k1 in each representative element; the second one is due
to the negative external work requirement caused by the interaction of two masses in each
representative element.
Based on the first band gap formation mechanism, the band gap will appear at the
critical angular frequency that the adjacent external mass moving opposite and the
external work from the external spring reaching its transmission capability. Based on the
second band gap formation mechanism, the band gap will appear at the critical angular
frequency that the adjacent external mass moving in phase and no energy stored in the
mass-in-mass unit cell. The energy transmission characteristics of the critical angular
frequency corresponding to each mechanism are verified by FE simulation.
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Finally, the band gap in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is explained based on
the proposed two formation mechanisms. In addition, the passing band between the two
band gaps generated by the single negative effective mass in diatomic mass-in-mass
lattice system is eliminated based on the analytical derivation of the proposed two
mechanisms and verified by the tone burst wave propagation using FE simulation.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC METAMATERIAL STRUCTURE WITH
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PROPERTIES

3.1

Introduction

After Liu et al. [16] fabricated the first artificial metamaterial which can generate
effective negative mass at a certain frequency range with rubber-coated spheres as local
resonators, researchers have focused on the explanation of the physical meaning of the
negative effective mass [18-22], as well as new designs of acoustic/elastic metamaterials
with negative effective mass or/and negative effective modulus [27, 28]. Recently,
realizing metamaterials with near-zero-index has become another research hot topic [5457]. This shift to nonnegative material properties actually opens a new chapter of
metamaterials, which expands the definition of metamaterials to a material with “ondemand” effective properties without the constraints imposed by what nature provides [1].
It can be concluded that all unnatural mechanical properties of metamaterials,
including negative effective mass, negative effective modulus, and near zero mass
density, are originated from the frequency dependent properties. Therefore, metamaterials
can be made to have any mass density and modulus by changing loading frequency.
However, to the best of this author’s knowledge, few researchers studied metamaterials
with frequency depend properties. In order to explore this filed, two typical elastic
metamaterials are studied in this Chapter.
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It is well known that vibration is an important problem in industry, and one of the
potential applications of metamaterials is noise reduction and vibration isolation.
Although metamaterial structure has been taken as part of the whole structure to tune
stiffness [67] or isolate vibration [30], some basic problems remain unsolved such as the
combination effect of the structural global mode within the metamaterial band gap. In
order to reveal the influence of metamaterial frequency dependent properties on the
natural frequency of the structure, the vibration response of an elastic metamaterial rod is
studied in this Chapter.
Using layered structures is another efficient way to isolate vibration and reduce stress
amplitude [68, 69]. Although the earliest theoretical discussions can be traced back to
Thomson’s derivation in 1950, the natural material properties limit the application of
multilayered structures. With the frequency dependent properties, elastic metamaterials
can exhibit arbitrary mass density or/and Young’s Modulus, which indicates the inborn
advantage as the candidate of layered structures. In the final section of this Chapter,
based on spectral approach [68-71], the general wave amplitude transfer function is
derived for wave propagating in layered structures, and then the final transmitted wave
amplitude range of one special case, the layered structure of effective continuum media
with decreasing density, is studied.
3.2

Effective Mass and Young’s Modulus of Metamaterials with Lattice Model

As analyzed in [18-22], continuum metamaterials can be modeled as mass-spring
lattice systems. Figure 3.1 shows a one-dimensional mass-in-mass lattice system
described in [19]. The periodical spacing between the adjacent cells is d.
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Figure 3.1 Infinite Mass-in-mass Lattice Model (H.H. Huang, C.T. Sun. [19])
For the harmonic wave, the equations of motion for the jth unit cell are:
( j)
1

d 2 u1( j )
+ k1 (2u1( j ) − u1( j −1) − u1( j +1) ) + k 2 (u1( j ) − u 2( j ) ) = 0
2
dt

(3-1a)

( j)
2

d 2 u 2( j )
+ k 2 (u 2( j ) − u1( j ) ) = 0
2
dt

(3-1b)

m

m

( j)
where u γ represents the displacement of mass “γ” in the jth unit cell. For the (j+n)th unit

cell, the harmonic wave solution is:

uγ( j + n ) = Aγ e i ( nqd −ωt )

(3-2)

where Aγ is wave amplitude, q wave number, ω angular frequency, γ=1 and 2.
Substitution of Eq. (3-2) in Eq. (3-1) yields two homogeneous equations for A1 and A2,
from which the dispersion equation is obtained as:

m1 m2ω 4 − [(m1 + m2 )k 2 + 2m2 k1 (1 − cos(qd ))]ω 2 + 2k1 k 2 (1 − cos(qd )) = 0

(3-3)

To obtain the effective parameters of the corresponding continuum metamaterials, the
mass-in-mass lattice model is regarded as the monatomic lattice model with effective
mass first [19], as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Infinite Effective Mass Lattice Model
For the effective mass lattice system shown in Figure 3.2, the equation of motion for
the jth unit cell is:

meff( j )

d 2u ( j )
+ k1 (2u ( j ) − u ( j −1) − u ( j +1) ) = 0
2
dt

(3-4)

Following the harmonic wave solution, the displacement of the (j+n)th unit cell is

u ( j + n ) = Aeff e i ( nqd −ωt )

(3-5)

Substituting Eq. (3-5) into Eq. (3-4), we can obtain the dispersion equation of this
effective monatomic lattice system as:

meff ω 2 = 2k1 (1 − cos(qd ))

(3-6)

Since the dispersion curve of the effective system should be identical to the original
one, comparing Eq. (3-3) with Eq. (3-6), the effective mass meff can be expressed as:

meff

(m1 + m2 )k 2 − m1m2ω 2
=
k 2 − m 2ω 2

(3-7)

The next step is to homogenize the monatomic lattice model with effective mass into
continuum metamaterials [21, 22, 47]. The representative unit cell in Figure 3.2 can be
set as two masses connected by a spring shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 A Unit of Mass Lattice Model & Effective Continuum
Considering a symmetrical pair of harmonic force 𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹� 𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 applied on the

representative unit cell, the equation of motion can be obtained as:

1
∂ 2u
F = 2k1u + meff 2
2
∂t

(3-8)

Given the harmonic displacement 𝑢𝑢 = 𝑢𝑢�𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , we can obtain Eq. (3-9) as:

1


Fˆ =  2k1 − meff ω 2 uˆ
2



(3-9)

Considering the effective continuum metamaterials shown in Figure 3.3, its stressstrain relation is:

σˆ = Eeff εˆ

(3-10)

where σˆ = Fˆ / A : average stress (A is cross-section area of the effective continuum),


εˆ = 2u / d : average strain (d is unit size), and Eeff : effective Young’s modulus of the 1D
effective continuum. Substituting Eq. (3-9) into Eq. (3-10) and divided by the static
Young’s modulus E st

= k1d / A , Eeff can be expressed as:
Eeff
E st

= 1−

1 meff 2
ω
4 k1

(3-11)

Based on Eq. (3-4), (3-7) and (3-11), Figure 3.4 shows the dispersion curve, effective
mass and effective Young’s modulus for a specific set of material constants:
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θ=m2/m1=0.5, δ=k2/k1=0.8, and ω 0 = k 2 / m2 = 20 (rad/s). It is clear that the band gap is
corresponding to the combination of effective negative mass and negative Young’s
modulus frequency region, and the local resonance frequency ω0 is the common
boundary of the effective negative mass and negative Young’s modulus.

(a) Dispersion curve of lattice model; (b) Effective mass and Young’s modulus
Figure 3.4 Frequency Region Comparison: (a) Dispersion curve, (b) Effective parameters
3.3

Frequency Dependent Mechanical Properties’ Influence on Rod Vibration

Vibration analysis is one of the most important fields in industry. Unlike the physical
properties of a certain material are constant in conventional structural dynamics, the
effective mass density and Young’s modulus of the structure made of metamaterials are
highly dependent on the input wave frequency. Although metamaterials structure has
been taken as part of the whole structure to tune the stiffness [67] or isolate the vibration
[30], the dynamic response of the structure made of metamaterials is still an unrevealed
problem as the best of our knowledge. To study this problem, the vibration response of a
metamaterials rod is analyzed in this section.
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3.3.1

Dynamic Behavior Analytical Analysis of Elastic Metamaterial Rod

Figure 3.5 shows the finite effective mass-in-mass lattice model and its effective
continuum rod. The cross section area of the rod is A, and its total length is L.

Figure 3.5 Finite Mass-in-mass Lattice Model & Effective Continuum Rod (Free-Free)
Based on the Hamilton’s principal, since no damping in the structure, the governing
differential equation can be expressed as:

∂  ∂u 
∂ 2u
EA
−
A
=0
ρ
∂x  ∂x 
∂t 2

(3-12)

Considering the complex form displacement given in [70] as Eq. (3-13):

u (x, t ) = uˆ (x, ω )e iωt

(3-13)

Substituting Eq. (3-13) into Eq. (3-12), we can obtain the solution in Eq. (3-14):

ρ
uˆ ( x) = C1e ikx + C 2 e −ikx , k 2 = eff ω 2 =
Eeff

If the wave angular frequency

ω

meff
Eeff ⋅ A ⋅ L

ω2

(3-14)

is in the band gap, either effective mass or effective

Young’s modulus is negative. From Eq. (3-14), the negative effective parameters will
cause the wave number pure imaginary, say k = iα , where α is a real number. Thus, Eq.
(3-14) can be rewritten as Eq. (3-15). Based on [70], the solution form Eq. (3-15) can be
seen as the left-to-right moving incident infinite wave train C1e
αx

−α x

superposes on the right-

to-left moving reflected wave train C 2 e , and both waves’ displacement amplitude
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monotonically decrease along with its moving direction exponentially. It is apparent that
for any boundary conditions, such as free-free end and fixed-free end, only the trivial
solution can be obtained from Eq. (3-15), which indicates there is no natural resonance
frequency in the band gap frequency region.

uˆ ( x ) = C1e −αx + C 2 eαx

(3-15)

Outside the band gap, the wave number is real and it is more convenient to consider
the solution in the equivalent form in Eq. (3-16).

uˆ (x ) = c1 cos(kx ) + c2 sin (kx )

(3-16)

Considering free vibration of the free-free rod shown in Figure 3.5, the resonance
frequencies can be expressed as:
ωn =

nπ
L

Eeff

ρ eff

,

n = 0, 1, 2 …

(3-17)

It should be noted that, in Eq. (3-17), the effective Young’s modulus and mass
density are both frequency dependent. Thus, the physical meaning of the right side is the
resonance frequencies for the effective rod under a certain frequency excitation, and its
effective mechanical properties are also frequency dependent. Only if the obtained
frequency by Eq. (3-17) equals to the excitation frequency, this obtained value is the real
resonance frequency for the metamaterial rod.
Substituting Eq. (3-7) and Eq. (3-11) into Eq. (3-17), resonance frequencies should
satisfy Eq. (3-18):

(

)

(

)

m1m2 4 L2 + n 2π 2 d 2 ω 4 − [4m2 n 2π 2 d 2 k1 + (m1 + m2 ) 4 L2 + n 2π 2 d 2 k 2 ]ω 2 + 4n 2π 2 d 2 k1k 2 = 0
(3-18)
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From Eq. (3-18) we can find that for each n, there are two sets of resonance frequency.
For the first mode in each set, the two solutions of the resonance frequency are shown in
Eq. (3-19). Compared with Eq. (3-7), it is easy to find the effective mass is zero at ω2,
which corresponds to the upper bound frequency of the band gap shown in Figure 3.4.

ω1 = 0 ,

ω2 =

k 2 (m1 + m2 )
m1 m2

(3-19)

For the high order modes ( n → ∞ ), the resonance frequency can be obtained from Eq.
(3-20). Compared with Eq. (3-11), it is easy to find the effective Young’s modulus is zero
at two solutions of ω∞, which correspond to the two lower bound frequencies of the band
gap shown in Figure 3.4.

(ω∞ ) =
2

[(m1 + m2 )k 2 + 4k1m2 ] ± (m1 + m2 )2 k 2 2 + 16k12 m2 2 + 8k1k 2 m2 (m2 − m1 )
2m1m2
(3-20)

For the free vibrations of the fixed-free boundary rod shown in Figure 3.6, the n in Eq.
(3-17) and Eq. (3-18) need to be replaced by n +

1
, but for the high order modes
2

( n → ∞ ), the resonance frequency can also be obtained as Eq. (3-20).

Figure 3.6 Finite Mass-in-mass Lattice Model & Effective Continuum Rod (Fixed-Free)
Compared Eq. (3-17) with Eq. (3-20), we can find that for conventional continuum
rod, the high order resonance frequency approaches infinity, but for the rod made of
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elastic metamaterials it converges to a finite frequency. When doing the vibration test,
this special characteristic will influence the distribution to the natural frequency of all the
structure made of elastic metamaterials, which is shown in the following section.
3.3.2

Numerical Simulation of Dynamic Behavior of Elastic Metamaterial Rod

Based on Eq. (3-15), there should be no natural resonance frequency in the band gap
frequency region. In order to verify this analytical solution, Figure 3.7 compares the
dispersion curve calculated by Eq. (3-3) with the natural resonance frequency calculated
by Eq. (3-18), with the specific set of material constants: θ=m2/m1=0.5, δ=k2/k1=0.8, d=1,
L=100 and ω 0 = k 2 / m2 = 20 (rad/s). It is obvious that there is no natural frequency
(Figure 3.7(b)) in the band gap frequency region (Figure 3.7(a)), and as predicted in
section 3.3.1, ω2 and ω∞ are tuned as the upper and lower bounds of the band gap,
respectively.

Figure 3.7 (a) Dispersion Curve Band Gap; (b) Metamaterials Rod Natural Frequency
Figure 3.8 shows the free-free end mass-in-mass lattice model created in ABAQUS,
with the same set of material constants of Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8 Free-free End Finite Mass-in-mass Lattice Model in ABAQUS
Figure 3.9 compares the analytical solution calculated by Eq. (3-18) with numerical
solution simulated by ABAQUS Frequency function. It is noted that the natural
frequencies obtained from the two approaches start and end (pink dashed line) at the
same frequency, which verified no natural frequency in the band gap region from another
aspect. In addition, it is also noted that the analytical and FEM solutions have a good
agreement in the frequency region with small mode number. This is caused by the finite
resonators in the numerical simulation model cannot represent the infinite natural
resonance frequency calculated by Eq. (3-18). Compared the natural resonance
frequencies of elastic metamaterial rod with 100 resonators and 20 resonators shown in
Figure 3.9, it is clear that the more resonators inside the elastic metamaterial rod, the
more matched mode points can be caught.

(a) Elastic Metamaterials Rod with 100 Resonators
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(b) Elastic Metamaterials Rod with 20 Resonators
Figure 3.9 Natural Frequency of Elastic Metamaterials Rod by Eq. (3-18) & FEM
Figure 3.10 shows the mass-in-mass lattice model and its effective continuum rod
under unit displacement input created in ABAQUS. The specific material constants are
the same of Figure 3.7, except L=20.

Figure 3.10 Finite Lattice Model & Effective Continuum Rod with Displacement Input
In order to show the natural frequency distribution difference, Figure 3.11 compares
the steady-state displacement of the remote end of the effective continuum rod with the
last m1 (in Unit (N)) of the elastic metamaterial rod. The obvious band gap in Figure
3.11(a) indicates that the resonators inside the rod can isolate the vibration significantly.
Besides, as shown in Figure 3.11(b), due to the variation of the effective mass density and
Young’s modulus, the rod natural resonance frequency distribution is changed, especially
in the frequency region close to the local frequency of the resonator. This special
phenomenon should be given enough attention, because the natural resonance frequency
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concentration below and above the band gap will increase the input force/displacement
instead of attenuation.

(a) Natural Frequency Distribution Comparison

(b) Natural Frequency Concentration in the First Passing Band
Figure 3.11 Displacement Comparison of the Remote End in Effective Rod & Meta-Rod

3.4

Frequency Dependent Mechanical Properties’ Influence on Wave Propagation in
Layered Structure

Due to the wide technological applications, layered structures have been studied
extensively [68, 69]. The Earth’s strata and composite materials are two typical examples
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of layered structures. Although the earliest theoretical discussions can be traced back to
Thomson’s derivation in 1950, the natural material properties limit the application of
multilayered structure.
In contrast, as shown in section 3.2, elastic metamaterials can exhibit arbitrary mass
density or Young’s modulus depending on the wave frequency. Thus, elastic
metamaterials have the inborn advantage as the candidates of layered structures. In the
following section, the general wave amplitude transfer function is derived for wave
propagating in layered structure first, and then the final transmitted wave amplitude range
of one special case, the layered structure of effective continuum medium with decreasing
density, is studied.
3.4.1

Analytical Analysis of Wave Propagation in Layered Structures

The layered structure is shown in Figure 3.12. The governing equation is:

∂
∂u (x, t ) 
∂ 2 u ( x, t )
 E (x )⋅
 = ρ (x )⋅
∂x 
∂x 
∂t 2

Figure 3.12 Sketch of Layered Structure
Similar as section 3.3.1, based on the spectral approach [70], the displacement
solution can be represented as:

(3-21)
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u (x, t ) = uˆ (x, ω )e iωt

(3-22)

For each frequency ω , we set the spectral displacement û in each layer as:

uˆ j = A j ⋅ e

(

− ik j x − x j

)

+ Bj ⋅e

(

ik j x − x j

)

, (j = 1, 2 … N, k j =

Ej
2π ω
= , cj =
)
ρj
λj cj
(3-23)

Then, the displacement and stress continuity conditions at the interface of each layer
are:

uj
Ej ⋅

∂u j
∂x

x = x j +1

=u j +1

(3-24)

x = x j +1

x = x j +1 = E j +1 ⋅

∂u j
x = x j +1

∂x

(3-25)

Considering a structure with 2 layers as an example:

uˆ1 = A1 ⋅ e

−i

uˆ 2 = A2 ⋅ e

ω
( x − x1 )
c1

−i

ω
c2

+ B1 ⋅ e

( x − x2 )

i

ω
( x − x1 )
c1

+ B2 ⋅ e

i

ω
c2

(3-26)

( x − x2 )

(3-27)

The Continuity Conditions is:

A1 ⋅ e
Let t j =

−i

ω
( x2 − x1 )
c1

+ B1 ⋅ e

i

ω
c2

( x2 − x1 )

= A2 + B2

(3-28)

x j +1 − x j
cj

A1 ⋅ e −iωt1 + B1 ⋅ eiωt1 = A2 + B2

(3-29)
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ω
ω


ω −i c1 ( x2 − x1 )
ω i c2 ( x2 − x1 ) 
ω
ω 

= E2 ⋅  − A2 ⋅ i + B2 ⋅ i 
+ B1 ⋅ i ⋅ e
E1 ⋅ − A1 ⋅ i ⋅ e


c1
c1
c2
c2 




(3-30)
Let Z j = E j ρ j =

Ej
cj

, then (3-30) becomes

(

)

Z1 ⋅ − A1 ⋅ e iωt1 + B1 ⋅ e −iωt1 = Z 2 ⋅ (− A2 + B2 )

(3-31)

Solving Eq. (3-29) and Eq. (3-31), the two unknown amplitudes in the second layer
can be obtained as:

Let α j =

A2 = A1 ⋅ e −iωt1 ⋅

z1 + z 2
z −z
+ B1 ⋅ e iωt1 ⋅ 2 1
2 z2
2 z2

(3-32)

B2 = A1 ⋅ e −iωt1 ⋅

z 2 − z1
z +z
+ B1 ⋅ e iωt1 ⋅ 1 2
2z2
2z2

(3-33)

Zj
Z j +1
1 + α1 −iωt1
 A2   2 e
  = 
 B2  1 − α1 e −iωt1
 2

1 − α1 iωt1 
e  A 
2
⋅ 1
1 + α1 iωt1   B1 
e 
2


(3-34)

Then the wave amplitude transfer function can be obtained in Eq. (3-35):

 A 
 An  
  =  ∏ T j  ⋅  1  ,


 Bn   j =1   B1 
n −1

1 + α j −iωt j
e

where T j =  2
1 − α j e −iωt j
 2

1−α j



2
1 + α j iωt j 
e

2
e

iωt j

(3-35)
Similarly, considering N layers (the last layer is infinite large), and set the unit
displacement input as:
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(

Amp uˆ1
 N −1







Let T =  ∏ T j  =  11


t 21
j =1
t



x = x1

)=1 = A + B
1

1

&

BN = 0

(3-36)

t12 
, the final transmitted wave amplitude can be obtained:
t 22 

t11t 22 − t12 t 21
t 22 − t 21

AN =

(3-37)

Since the amplitude transfer function T is a complex matrix, the amplitude of AN can
be expressed as:
t t −t t 
Amp( AN ) = abs 11 22 12 21 
 t 22 − t 21 

(3-38)

In the following, Mathematical Induction is used to calculate the value range of the
amplitude of AN.
For the numerator, if N = 2, it can be solved that

′ t 22′ − t12′ t 21′
Supposing N = m ≥ 2 , t11

t11t 22 − t12t 21 = α

= α m−1 and α1 = α 2 = ... = α , then for N = m + 1 ,

the amplitude transfer function can be expressed as:
1 + α −iωtm
e

T = 2
1 − α − i ωt m

e
 2

1 − α i ωt m 
e  t ′
2
⋅ 11
1 + α iωtm  t 21
′
e 
2


′ 
t12
′ 
t 22

1 − α i ωt m 
1 − α i ωt m
1 + α − i ωt m
1 + α −iωtm
′ 
′
e t 22
e t12′ +
 2 e t11′ + 2 e t 21
2
2
=
1 − α − i ωt m
1 + α i ωt m 
1 − α − i ωt m
1 + α i ωt m
′ 
′

e t 22
e t11′ +
e t 21
e t12′ +
2
2
2
 2

  1+ α 2  1− α 2 
 ⋅ (t ′ t ′ − t ′ t ′ ) = α m
∴ t11t 22 − t12 t 21 =  
−
  2   2   11 22 12 21


Based on Eq. (3-40), it is clear that for the numerator t11t 22

− t12 t 21 = α N −1 .

(3-39)

(3-40)
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For the denominator, the complex number follows the rule in Eq. (3-41):

y=

1
,
a + bi

abs ( y ) =

1

(3-41)

a2 + b2

For the denominator in Eq. (3-38), if N = 2, Eq. (3-42) can be obtained first as the
calculation conditions.
t 22 − t 21 =

1 + α iωt1 α − 1 −iωt1
,
e +
e
2
2

abs (

1
)=
t 22 − t 21

1

(t 22 − t 21 ) ∗ (t 22 − t 21 )*
(3-42)

where the (t 22 − t 21 ) is the conjugate complex of
*

t 22 − t 21 . Supposing α ≥ 1 , based on the

value range shown in Eq. (3-43), the value range of Eq. (3-42) can be calculated as Eq.
(3-44).

(t 22 − t 21 )∗ (t 22 − t 21 )* = (α 2 − 1)⋅ cos 2 (ωt1 ) + 1∈[1， α 2 ]
abs (

(3-43)

1
1 
) ∈  ,1
t 22 − t 21 α 

(3-44)

Also, it is noted that t12 − t11 = 1 − α e iωt − α + 1 e −iωt = − 1 + α e −iωt + α − 1 e iωt  = −(t 22 − t 21 )* .
1

2

1

2

1

 2

1

2



′ − t 21′ ) = a + bi , where
Supposing for N = m ≥ 2 , the condition t12′ − t11′ = −(t 22
*

a 2 + b 2 ∈ [1, α 2(m−1) ] is satisfied, and then for N = m + 1 , the Eq. (3-45) can be obtained:
t 22 − t 21 =

1 − α − i ωt m
′ − t 21
′ )
(t12′ − t11′ ) + 1 + α e iωtm (t 22
e
2
2

= α (cos(ωt m ) ⋅ a − sin (ωt m ) ⋅ b ) + i ⋅ (cos(ωt m ) ⋅ b + sin (ωt m ) ⋅ a )
(3-45)
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Let cos(θ ) =

cos(ωt m ) ⋅ a − sin (ωt m ) ⋅ b
a +b
2

2

& sin (θ ) =

cos(ωt m ) ⋅ b + sin (ωt m ) ⋅ a
a2 + b2

,

Eq. (3-45) can be rewritten as:

(

)(

)

t 22 − t 21 = a 2 + b 2 (α ⋅ cos(θ ) + i ⋅ sin (θ )) ⇒ (t 22 − t 21 )(t 22 − t 21 ) = a 2 + b 2 ⋅ α 2 − 1 ⋅ cos 2 (θ ) + 1
*

Since a

2

(

(3-46)

)

+ b 2 ∈ [1,α 2(m−1) ] , and α 2 − 1 ⋅ cos 2 (θ ) + 1 ∈ [1， α 2 ] , it can be obtained

that (t 22 − t 21 )(t 22 − t 21 ) ∈ [1,α
*

2m

].

Also, for the next step, (t 22 − t 21 ) is still the negative conjugate complex of t 22 − t 21 :
*

t12 − t11 =

1 + α − i ωt m
1 − α i ωt m
′ − t 21
′ ) = −(t 22 − t 21 )*
e (t12′ − t11′ ) +
e (t 22
2
2

Finally, it can be concluded that the denominator in Eq. (3-38) has the value range
shown in Eq. (3-47).

abs (

1
 1

) ∈  N −1 ,1
t 22 − t 21
α


(3-47)

Combining the numerator and denominator, the value range of the amplitude of AN
can be obtained as:
t t −t t 
 α N −1 
 ∈ 1, α N −1
Amp( AN ) = abs 11 22 12 21  = abs

 t 22 − t 21 
 t 22 − t 21 

[

The maximum value of Amp (AN) can be reached when ωt1 =

]

(3-48)

(2m + 1)π
, (m=0, 1 …)
2

and ωt j = pπ , (p=1, 2 …, j=2, 3…, n); the minimum value of Amp (AN) can be reached
when ωt1 = mπ , (m=0, 1, …) and

ωt j = pπ , (p=1, 2, …, j=2, 3,…, n).
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In contrast to the displacement input, the following model considers N layers (the last
layer is infinitely large) with unit stress input:
ω
−i ( x − x1 ) 

ω
1
 =1
Amp σˆ i = Amp − A1 E1 ⋅ i ⋅ e c1


c
1



( )

(3-49)

where σˆ i represents the input stress at the first layer.
1

The rate of the amplitude for the final transmitted stress in Nth layer to the unit input
stress can be expressed as:

( )
( )

N
 AN E N ρ N
Amp σˆ t

abs
=
1
 A Eρ
Amp σˆ i
 1 1 1






(3-50)

Following the same Mathematical Induction derivation steps used by above unit
displacement boundary conditions, with the same symbol definition, the value range of
the rate of AN/A1 can be obtained as:
A 
abs N  ∈ 1, α N −1
 A1 

[

]

&

EN ρ N
E1 ρ1

=

1

α N −1

(3-51)

So the value range of the final transmitted stress to the unit input stress is:

( )
( )

Amp σˆ t
 1
∈  N −1
1
Amp σˆ i
α
N

The minimum value can be reached when ωt1 =


,1


(3-52)

(2m + 1)π
, (m=0, 1 …) and
2

ωt j = pπ , (p=1, 2 …, j=2, 3…, n); the maximum value can be reached when
ωt1 = mπ , (m=0, 1, …) and

ωt j = pπ , (p=1, 2, …, j=2, 3,…, n). Compared the

maximum and minimum conditions with the ones of the transmitted wave displacement
amplitude, it is clear that when the increased final transmitted wave displacement
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amplitude reaches the maximum value, the reduced stress amplitude reaches the
minimum value. Both values are controlled by the constant adjacent impedance rate “ α ”.
3.4.2

Numerical Simulation of Wave Propagation in Layered Structure

In order to verify the maximum value of Amp (AN) in Eq. (3-48), mass-in-mass lattice
model and its effective continuum model are established in FEM software ABAQUS
(shown in Figure 3.13). There are three sections in this model, and the third section is
designed as relatively infinite long to avoid the wave reflection from the right end. To
simplify the design, all sections have the same value in m1=24 and m2=40, leaving k1 and
k2 as the controlling variables. To make the adjacent impedance rate α = 2 at frequency
f = 5 Hz , the effective mass and effective spring stiffness for each section are chosen as:

m1eff=16, m2eff=4, m3eff=1, k1eff= k2eff= k3eff=640000. Rewriting Eq. (3-7) and (3-11), k1
and k2 for each section can be obtained by Eq. (3-53) & (3-54) as: k11=643947,
k12=6579.7, k21=640987, k22=13159.5, k31=640247, k32=14412.8.
k2 =

m2 (m1 − meff

)

m1 + m2 − meff

k1 = k eff +

meff
4

ω2

ω2

(3-53)

(3-54)

In order to satisfy the condition to reach the maximum value of Amp (AN), set
ωt1 = π 2 and ωt 2 = π . Considering periodical space between each unit cell d=1, the

length of first two sections can be calculated as: L1=10, L2=40. According to the specific
set of material constants, with unit cross-section area, the mass density and Young’s
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Modulus for the effective continuum media can be obtained as: ρ1=16, ρ2=4, ρ3=1, E1=
E2= E3=640000.

Figure 3.13(a) Three Section Mass-in-mass Lattice Model with Unit Displacement Input

Figure 3.13(b) Three Section Effective Continuum Model with Unit Displacement Input
Figure 3.14 plots the time history of transmitted wave amplitude for mass-in-mass
lattice model and effective continuum model. It is clear that the final transmitted wave
amplitude has been amplified 4 times, which is exactly the maximum value α 2 predicted
by Eq. (3-48). It is also noted that, although the transmitted wave amplitude of mass-inmass lattice model (Figure 3.14(b)) and its effective continuum model (Figure 3.14(a))
have a good agreement, the wave in mass-in-mass model takes much longer time to
become steady. This phenomenon is caused by the dispersion characteristic of the massin-mass lattice model reduced the velocity of the wave front of the imperfect harmonic
input displacement wave. Since the effective continuum model can indicate the steady
transmitted wave amplitude of the mass-in-mass lattice model accurately, the effective
continuum model is adopted to verify the analytical solution in section 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.14 Transmitted Wave Time History (a) Effective Continuum, (b) Lattice Model
In order to verify the minimum transmitted stress value obtained in Eq. (3-52), the
unit displacement input is replaced by unit force input (shown in Figure 3.15(a)) with the
same three section effective continuum model. Figure 3.15(b) compares the time history
of the input stress with the final transmitted stress. It is clear that the input stress
amplitude has been reduced by 75%, which is exactly the minimum value 1

α2

predicted by Eq. (3-52).

Figure 3.15(a) Three Section Effective Continuum Model with Unit Force Input
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Figure 3.15(b) Time History Comparison: Input Stress (Blue) & Transmitted Stress (Red)
To verify the universality of Eq. (3-48), Figure 3.16 shows the five section effective
continuum model with unit displacement input. The mass density and Young’s Modulus
for the effective continuum media can be obtained as: ρ1=64, ρ2=16, ρ3=4, ρ4=1, ρ5=0.25,
E1= E2= E3= E4= E5= 640000. In order to satisfy the condition of reaching the maximum
or minimum value of Amp (AN), the length of first four sections can be calculated as:
L1=5, L2=20, L3=40, L4=80 (Maximum Design); L1=10, L2=20, L3=40, L4=80 (Minimum
Design).

Figure 3.16 Five Section Effective Continuum Model with Unit Displacement Input
Figure 3.17 shows the transmitted wave time history for maximum design and
minimum design, respectively. Although the transient wave time history caused by
imperfect harmonic wave input at the beginning, the two wave amplitudes (Figure 3.17(a)
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& (b)) during steady state match exactly the maximum and minmum values predicted by
Eq. (3-48).

Figure 3.17 Transmitted Wave Time History (a) Maximum Design, (b) Minimum Design

3.5

Conclusion

This Chapter is focused on the analysis of elastic metamaterial structure with
frequency dependent mechanical properties.
First, based on the simplified metamaterial mass-in-mass lattice model, the equations
of frequency dependent mass density and Young’s Modulus for the effective continuum
media are derived.
Second, making use of the frequency dependent mechanical properties, the dynamic
response of the rod made of the elastic metamaterial is studied. It is found that there is no
rod natural resonance frequency shown in the band gap region of the corresponding
metamaterial mass-in-mass lattice model. In addition, due to the variation of the effective
mass density and Young’s modulus, the natural resonance frequency distribution of the
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rod is changed, especially in the frequency region close to the local resonance frequency
of the resonator.
Finally, wave propagation in layered structures made of elastic metamaterials is
studied. Based on the spectral approach, the general wave amplitude transfer function is
derived for wave propagation in layered structures, and then the final transmitted wave
amplitude range of the layered elastic metamaterial structure with decreasing density is
obtained using Mathematical Induction method. It is found that when the increased final
transmitted wave displacement amplitude reaches its maximum value, the reduced stress
amplitude reaches the minimum value. Both values are controlled by the constant
adjacent impedance rate of the elastic metamaterial layered structure.
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CHAPTER 4. PHASE-CONTROLLING ELASTIC METALAYER

4.1

Introduction

When metamaterials were found to be materials with frequency dependent properties,
researchers in the electromagnetic field started to study using metasurfaces to manipulate
optical waves [72-74].The acoustic metasurface has gained much attention in recent years
[59-63]. Generally speaking, an acoustic metasurface is a planarized version of acoustic
metamaterials. Compared with the previous metamaterials, the characteristic feature of
the metasurface is in its subwavelength thickness. With this property, the acoustic
metasurface represents an important advance in the mimiaturization of acoustic devises
[59]. Using decorated membrane resonators, Ma et al. [60] fabricated an impedancematched surface with the property that an incident wave generates no reflection. Based on
the generalized Snell’s law of reflection [58], Zhao et al. [61] established the framework
of acoustic wavefront manipulation by inhomogeneous acoustic impedance. Mei and Wu
[59] proposed a type of acoustic metasurface with periodically repeated supercells placed
on a rigid thin plate, where each supercell can produce a constant wave phase delay. They
numerically demonstrated that the normal incident wave can be reflected back when its
wavelength is larger than the periodicity, but nearly unity transmitted when the
wavelength is smaller than the periodicity.
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It should be mentioned that all the above metasurface studies are focused on acoustic
waves without the transverse shear wave, and in the elastic wave filed, To the best of the
author’s knowledge, the research in metasurface in elastic solids still remains unexplored.
In light of this, the elastic metamaterial based phase-controlling metalayer is studied in
this Chapter. According to the generalized Snell’s law [58], the elastic phase-controlling
metalayer model is proposed. In addition, it is analytically and numerically demonstrated
that, with the normal incident longitudinal wave, the propagation capability of the
longitudinal wave and in-plane transverse wave can be manipulated. It is noted that,
unlike the isolation effect of negative index elastic metamaterials, this type of elastic
phase-controlling metalayer can serve as the energy absorption mechanism in the
structure.
4.2

General Snell’s Law

When the research attention of metamaterials shifted from negative physics properties
to the controllable frequency dependent properties including the negative part and
positive part, researchers found it is possible to manipulate the wave phase with the
controllable positive material properties of metamaterial. Based on this idea, Yu et al. [58]
proposed the generalized Snell’s law of transmission and reflection. Figure 4.1(b)
explains this principle.
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(a) Schematics of Snell’s Law

(b) Schematics of Generalized Snell’s Law

Figure 4.1 Schematics of Law of Wave Transmission (Yu et al. [58])
From Figure 4.1(a), the light wave propagates from point O to O’. The incident wave
angle is 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 , and the transmission angle is 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 . Supposing the red line and blue line are

infinitesimally close to the actual light path, so the phase difference between them should
be equal to zero. To calculate the phase difference of these two lines, the phase difference
����� can be obtained separately, shown in Eq. (4-1).
����, �����
between ����
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 and 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴′ and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵′
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0

where dx is the distance between point A and B, 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 =

2𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖

and 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 =

2𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡

(4-1)

are the wave

numbers of the incident wave and transmitted wave, respectively, 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 and 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 are wave

lengths of the incident wave and transmitted wave, respectively. Rewriting Eq. (4-1), the
Snell’s law of wave transmission is given as
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 )

Now, consider the metasurface between the blue section medium and the yellow
section medium shown in Figure 4.1(b). The effect of metasurface is adding an extra

(4-2)
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phase gradient along the “x” direction. Without loss of generality, we assume the extra
phase added at point A is ∅ and at B 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∅ + 𝑑𝑑∅. Then Eq. (4-1) can be rewritten as
[𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + (∅ + 𝑑𝑑∅)] − [𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ∅] = 0

(4-3)

Based on Eq. (4-3), we can obtain generalized Snell’s law of wave transmission as
expressed in Eq. (4-4a). Following the same steps, Eq. (4-4b) expresses the relationship
between incident angle and reflection angle.
𝑑𝑑∅

(4-4a)

𝑑𝑑∅

(4-4b)

𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 ) = 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟 ) = 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 sin(𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Eq. (4-4) indicates that even the incident wave is normal to the interface, the
transmitted angle still can be controlled by the variable gradient phase. In light of this, the
elastic phase-controlling metalayer is proposed and investigated in the following sections.
4.3

P wave from Elastic Phase-Controlling Metalayer to Conventional Medium

Elastic phase-controlling metalayer is a brand new idea to control the transmitted
waves in conventional elastic materials. The general idea is to generate the extra phase
gradient when elastic waves propagate through this metalayer. This requires each point
on the surface of the metalayer has its own wave propagating path without interacting
with points on other paths. In order to meet this requirement, the metalayer is divided into
separate sections (shown as different blue color shades in Figure 4.2) to avoid the elastic
deformation interactions between adjacent sections. In addition, to generate the extra
phase gradient, the material in different sections should have the same elastic impedance
but different wave velocities. As indicated in Chapter 3, elastic metamaterials have the
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inborn advantage to satisfy all these elastic properties. Thus, the elastic metamaterials are
adopted to fabricate the phase-controlling metalayer.

Figure 4.2 Sketch of Wave Propagation through Metalayer
It should be mentioned that, unlike the metasurface in the electromagnetic field, the
elastic phase-controlling metalayer is a layer with thickness. Based on the design shown
in Figure 4.2, with the incident longitudinal wave (P wave), although the transmitted
angle can be obtained by Eq. (4-4), the transmitted wave displacement amplitude cannot
be obtained. It should be noted that, to calculate the wave displacement and stress
amplitude is not just replacing the regular Snell’s law with the generalized one in the
wave forms, because the wave propagates through the metalayer to the conventional
material (Figure 4.2). This indicates that the incident wave expression is also changed.
More important, due to the designed boundary conditions at the interface between each
separated section in the metalayer, the continuity condition is not satisfied at the interface
between the metalayer and the conventional medium. Therefore, instead of the interface
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between the metalayer and the conventional medium, the surface close to that interface is
considered in the following section.
4.3.1

Wave Form Derivation

Figure 4.3 shows the elastic wave propagation from the phase-controlling metalayer
to the conventional medium with zero incident angle. To generate the phase gradient in
the x1 direction, the interface between the adjacent sections in the metalayer is designed
as fixed in x1 direction. Therefore the continuity condition is not satisfied at the interface
between the metalayer and conventional medium. To derive the wave form of the
transmitted waves, the surface (surface x2=0 shown in Figure 4.3) close to the metalayerconventional medium interface is considered. Since the surface x2=0 is close to the
metalayer-conventional medium interface, the interaction between waves propagating
through different metalayer sections can be ignored below the surface x2=0.

Figure 4.3 Elastic Wave from Metalayer to Conventional Medium

Consider a longitudinal wave (P wave) as the incident wave. Two transmitted waves,
longitudinal wave (P wave) and in plane transverse wave (SV wave), are generated [75].
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Similarly, two reflected waves, P wave and SV wave, are also generated. For harmonic
waves [75], the displacements of the transmitted and reflected waves are given by
𝑢𝑢
�⃗ (𝑛𝑛) = 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑑𝑑⃗(𝑛𝑛) exp(𝑖𝑖𝜂𝜂𝑛𝑛 )

(4-5)

where n=1indicates reflection P wave; n=2, reflected SV wave; n=3, transmitted P wave;
n=4, transmitted SV wave, and 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 is the amplitude of each wave; 𝑑𝑑⃗(𝑛𝑛) is the particle

moving direction; 𝜂𝜂𝑛𝑛 is the wave propagation phase, which can be expressed as 𝜂𝜂𝑛𝑛 =

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 (𝑥𝑥1 𝑝𝑝1(𝑛𝑛) + 𝑥𝑥2 𝑝𝑝2 (𝑛𝑛) − 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡), where 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 (j=1,2) is the wave propagation direction and 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛

is the wave speed.

Contract to the Eq. (4-5), the incident wave expression is changed by the metalayer,
and it can be expressed as Eq. (4-6).
𝑑𝑑∅

𝑢𝑢1 (0) = 𝐴𝐴0 exp(𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 )sin(𝜃𝜃0 ) ∗ exp[𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 (𝑥𝑥1 sin(𝜃𝜃0 ) + 𝑥𝑥2 cos(𝜃𝜃0 ) − 𝐶𝐶0 𝑡𝑡)]
𝑑𝑑∅

(4-6a)

𝑑𝑑∅

𝑢𝑢2 (0) = 𝐴𝐴0 exp(𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 )cos(𝜃𝜃0 ) ∗ exp[𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘0 (𝑥𝑥1 sin(𝜃𝜃0 ) + 𝑥𝑥1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑥𝑥2 cos(𝜃𝜃0 ) − 𝐶𝐶0 𝑡𝑡)]

(4-6b)

At the interface (x2 = 0), the perfect contact requires the displacements and stresses to
be continuous, i.e.
𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (0) + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (1) + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (2) = 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (3) + 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (4)

𝜏𝜏2𝑗𝑗 (0) + 𝜏𝜏2𝑗𝑗 (1) + 𝜏𝜏2𝑗𝑗 (2) = 𝜏𝜏2𝑗𝑗 (3) + 𝜏𝜏2𝑗𝑗 (4)

(4-7a)
(4-7b)

where j=1, 2. Eq. (4-7) must be valid for all values of x1 and t, which implies:
𝑑𝑑∅

𝑘𝑘0 sin(𝜃𝜃0 ) + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑘𝑘1 sin(𝜃𝜃1 ) = 𝑘𝑘2 sin(𝜃𝜃2 ) = 𝑘𝑘3 sin(𝜃𝜃3 ) = 𝑘𝑘4 sin(𝜃𝜃4 )
𝑘𝑘0 𝐶𝐶0 = 𝑘𝑘1 𝐶𝐶1 = 𝑘𝑘2 𝐶𝐶2 = 𝑘𝑘3 𝐶𝐶3 = 𝑘𝑘4 𝐶𝐶4

(4-8a)
(4-8b)
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It is obvious that Eq. (4-8a) is just the expression of generalized Snell’s law shown in
Eq. (4-4). By substituting Eqs. (4-5), (4-6) and (4-8) into Eq. (4-7), the wave amplitude
relations can be obtained as
sin(𝜃𝜃3 )
− cos(𝜃𝜃4 )
− sin(𝜃𝜃1 )
− cos(𝜃𝜃2 )
𝐴𝐴
⎡
⎤ 1
cos(𝜃𝜃1 )
− sin(𝜃𝜃2 )
cos(𝜃𝜃3 )
sin(𝜃𝜃4 ) ⎥ 𝐴𝐴2
⎢
� �
)
)
)
sin(2𝜃𝜃3
−𝜅𝜅 cos(2𝜃𝜃4 )⎥ 𝐴𝐴3
𝜅𝜅 cos(2𝜃𝜃2
sin(2𝜃𝜃1
⎢
⎣−𝜆𝜆 − 2𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 (𝜃𝜃1 ) 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅 sin(2𝜃𝜃2 ) 𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 (𝜃𝜃3 ) 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅 sin(2𝜃𝜃4 ) ⎦ 𝐴𝐴4

sin(𝜃𝜃0 )
⎡
⎤
cos(𝜃𝜃0 )
⎢
⎥
𝑑𝑑∅
⎥
= 𝐴𝐴0 ⎢
sin(2𝜃𝜃0 ) + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐s(𝜃𝜃0 ) 𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
⎢
⎥
0
𝑑𝑑∅ ⎥
⎢
2 (𝜃𝜃 )
⎣𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 0 + 𝜆𝜆sin(𝜃𝜃0 ) 𝑘𝑘0 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑⎦

(4-9)

where λ and μ are Lamé’s parameters, and κ is ratio of the P wave velocity to SV wave
velocity.
Solving Eq. (4-9) and substituting the results into Eq. (4-5), the final harmonic wave
form of transmitted waves and reflected waves can be obtained.
4.3.2

Transmitted Waves Manipulation

Based on the above analytical derivation, this section shows the transmitted waves
manipulation by the elastic phase-controlling metalayer.
Table 4.1 lists the material properties, incident frequency, wave length of P wave (λL)
and SV wave (λT), and the phase gradient in which d is the periodic length of the
metalayer element. It should be noted that the metalayer only induces the phase gradient,
but not the material property change.
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Table 4.1 Material Property and Wave Constant for Each Case
Wave Frequency

λL (m)

λT (m)

10

10

7.071

0

10

10

7.071

1

0

10

10

7.071

1

0

10

10

7.071

E (MPa)

ρ (kg/m3)

υ

Case 1

1

1

0

Case 2

1

1

Case 3

1

Case 4

1

f (Hz)

Gradient
Phase

𝑑𝑑∅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=

2𝜋𝜋/6

2𝜋𝜋
𝑑𝑑

2𝜋𝜋/12
2𝜋𝜋/9

−2𝜋𝜋/9

For Case 1, the periodic length d is smaller than the wave lengths of P wave and SV
wave. Figure 4.4 shows the displacements u1 and u2 of this case, and x2 = 0 is the chosen
surface infinitely close to the interface between the metalayer and the conventional
medium. It is obvious that if the wave length λL or λT is larger than the periodic length d,
there will be no transmitted waves. This phenomenon agrees with the critical angle
predicted by the generalized Snell’s law given in Eq. (4-4).

Figure 4.4(a) Displacement u1 in Case 1 (d<λT & d<λL)
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Figure 4.4(b) Displacement u2 in Case 1 (d<λT & d<λL)
For Case 2, the periodic length d is larger than the wave lengths of P wave and SV
wave. Figure 4.5 shows the displacements u1 and u2 of this case. It is clear that the waves
can propagate through the metalayer when the wave length λL or λT is larger than the
periodic length d. The abnormal wave form shown is caused by the combination of
transmitted P wave and SV wave.

Figure 4.5(a) Displacement u1 in Case 2 (d>λT & d>λL)
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Figure 4.5(b) Displacement u2 in Case 2 (d>λT & d>λL)
Case 3 and Case 4 have the same amount of phase gradient but with opposite sign.
The periodic length d of these two cases is smaller than the wave length of the P wave but
larger than that of the SV wave. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the displacements u1 and
u2 of Case 3 and Case 4, respectively. Since the periodic length d is larger than λT but
smaller than λL, only the SV wave can transmit through the metalayer. Thus the perfect
harmonic wave form is shown in both figures. Comparing Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, it is
seen that, without changing the incident angle, the negative phase gradient induces a
negative transmitted angle, and thus enlarges the controllable angle of transmitted waves.

Figure 4.6(a) Displacement u1 in Case 3 (d>λT & d<λL)
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Figure 4.6(b) Displacement u2 in Case 3 (d>λT & d<λL)

Figure 4.7(a) Displacement u1 in Case 4 (d>λT & d<λL)

Figure 4.7(b) Displacement u2 in Case 4 (d>λT & d<λL)
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It is also noted that the longitudinal wave is always larger than the transverse wave
for isotropic materials. As a result, to obtain a pure SV wave, the largest periodic length d
is limited by λL. In other words, the minimum SV transmitted angle is limited by λL. For
isotropic materials, λL changes with the Poisson’s ratio and Figure 4.8 plots the
relationship between the minimum SV transmitted angle and the Poisson’s ratio. The
figure indicates that the minimum SV transmitted angle decreases when Poisson’s ratio
increases, and when the Poisson’s ratio approaches 0.5, the transmitted angle is close to 0
degree. In other words, through controlling the gradient phase, the transmitted wave can
be switched to any direction.

Figure 4.8 Minimum SV Transmission Angle vs. Poisson’s Ratio (d>λT & d<λL)
4.3.3

Time-average Stress Power

To analyze the transmitted wave energy, the average power <P> is calculated. The
average power <P> represents the average energy transmission per unit time and per unit
area [75]. The longitudinal wave average power <PL> and transvers wave average power
<PT> can be expressed as
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𝜔𝜔 2

1

< 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 >= 2 (𝜆𝜆 + 2𝜇𝜇) 𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴2
1

(4-10a)

𝐿𝐿

𝜔𝜔 2

< 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 >= 2 𝜇𝜇 𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴2

(4-10b)

𝑇𝑇

Based on Eq. (4-9), Table 4.2 lists the transmitted wave amplitudes and
corresponding average power for each case listed in Table 4.1. It is clear that if the
periodic length d is smaller than the incident longitudinal wave length or transverse wave
length, then the wave cannot go through the metalayer. It is also worth to mention that,
since the two surfaces of the metalayer have the same phase gradient properties, if the
specific wave length is larger than the periodic length d, the wave can neither propagate
through nor reflect back from the metalayer. This energy absorption property will be
discussed in section 4.4.
Table 4.2 Transmitted Wave Amplitude & Average Power of Each Case in Section 4.3.2

4.4

A3

<PL>

A4

<PT>

Case 1

0.5

5.04e-10

0.5893

3.50e-10

Case 2

1.0905

1.30e+07

0.8103

7.41e+06

Case 3

0.5

3.36e-10

1.2909

1.44e+07

Case 4

0.5

3.36e-10

-1.2909

1.44e+07

Numerical Simulation of Wave through Phase-Controlling Metalayer
4.4.1

Design of Elastic Phase-Controlling Metalayer

Generally, there are two methods to realize the phase-controlling metalayer by
metamaterials. The first one is to use elastic metamaterials with different local resonators
in each metalayer section; the second one is to use the same elastic metamaterial but with
different thicknesses in each metalayer section. To simplify the real production process,
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the second method is adopted in this section. The discrete elastic phase-controlling
metalayer model shown in Figure 4.9 is adopted to replace the continuum phase gradient
metalayer model. For each metalayer periodic element shown in Figure 4.9, the white
area is elastic metamaterial, and the green area is the conventional material. Since the
phase velocities of elastic metamaterial and conventional material are different, in the
periodic element shown in Figure 4.9, the metalayer will generate extra phase difference
from 0 to 2π at its two surfaces. With the same periodic length d, a four-section design
(Figure 4.9(a)) and a ten-section design (Figure 4.9(b)) are compared in this section.
Setting periodic conditions at the left and right boundaries, the semi-infinite problem is
simplified as the one metalayer period length shown in Figure 4.9. To maintain the
incident wave in longitudinal wave form to propagate from the metalayer to conventional
material, the interface between two adjacent sections in the metalayer (red lines in Figure
4.9) is assumed to be a crack with symmetric boundary conditions in lateral direction.

(a) Four-section Design

(b) Ten-section Design

Figure 4.9 Discrete Elastic Phase-controlling Metalayer Periodic Element Model

In addition, the uniform phase gradient requires constant phase difference between
each adjacent metalayer section. Therefore the mechanical impedance of the elastic
metamaterial and the conventional material should be matched, and the thickness of the
metamaterial in each section can be calculated by.
𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 =

∅𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 0 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 1

𝜔𝜔 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 0 −𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 1

=

2𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛

, (i = 1, 2, … , n − 1)

(4-11)
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where n is the periodic section number, ∅𝑖𝑖 is the extra phase generated by each metalayer
section, CL0 and CL1 are the longitudinal wave speeds in the conventional material and

elastic metamaterial, respectively.
Considering the specific case shown in Table 4.3, the metamaterial thickness in each
section is obtained from Eq. (4-11).
Table 4.3 Material Property and Wave Constant for FEM Model
Eeff (MPa)

ρ
3

(kg/m )

υ

Wave Frequency
f (Hz)

CL(m/s)

Conventional Material

1

0.1

0

10

100

Elastic Metamaterial

0.1666666

0.6

0

10

16.66666

4.4.2

Numerical Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to verify the analytical solutions in section 4.2, numerical simulations of
longitudinal wave propagation through the metalayer with different periodic lengths are
performed using finite element software ABAQUS.
Corresponding to Case 1 in Table 4.1 where the periodic length d (=6) is smaller than
the transvers wave length λT, Figure 4.10 compares the wave propagation within the foursection design and ten-section design. From Figures 4.10(c) and 4.10(d), it is clear that
the wave cannot propagate through the metalayer. This agrees with the analytical solution.
However, in Figure 4.10(b), it seems that the wave can propagate through the metalayer.
This phenomenon is caused by the non-uniform phase gradient. Thus, in order to
fabricate more accurate elastic phase-control metalayer, more sections need to be adopted.
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(a) Displacement u1 of four-section design

(b) Displacement u2 of four-section design

(c) Displacement u1 of ten-section design

(d) Displacement u2 of ten-section design

Figure 4.10 Periodic Length of Metalayer Element d = 6 (d<λT & d<λL)
In addition, to obtain the proximate position of interaction interface considered in
section 4.3.1, Figure 4.11 plots the displacement u1 amplitude of points with different
distance away from the metalayer surface. Since the incident wave does not have u1
component, the continuity condition on the interaction surface requires displacement u1
amplitude equals to zero. Therefore, the proximate position of interaction interface
should be close to 0.0629m in this case.
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Figure 4.11 Displacement u1 Amplitude of Points away from Metalayer Surface
Besides, it is also noticed that since the phase gradients are the same at the both sides
of the metalayer, the wave energy cannot go out from either way shown in Figures 4.10(c)
and 4.10(d), in another word, the wave energy is stored inside of the metalayer. Figure
4.12 shows the displacement amplitude of 5 points in one metalayer section of the tensection design. The increasing displacement amplitude indicates that the energy is stored
in the metalayer.

Figure 4.12 Displacement Amplitude of 5 Points in the Metalayer Section
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Consider Case 2 for which the periodic length d (=12) is larger than the longitudinal
wave length λL, Figure 4.13 compares the wave propagation in the four-section design
and ten-section design. It is clear that the wave can propagate through the metalayer, and
the wave form shown in Figure 4.13(c) and 4.13(d) have an agreement with the one
shown in Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). Compared with Figure 4.13(a), (b) and (c), (d), it is
obvious that the imperfect wave form is caused by the non-uniform phase gradient.

(a) Displacement u1 of four-section design

(c) Displacement u1 of ten-section design

(b) Displacement u2 of four-section design

(d) Displacement u2 of ten-section design

Figure 4.13 Periodic Length of Metalayer Element d = 12 (d>λT & d>λL)
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Consider Case 3 and Case 4 for which the periodic length d (=9) is larger than the
transvers wave length λT, but smaller than longitudinal wave length λL, only the SV wave
can propagate through the metalayer. Figure 4.14 shows the ten-section design with
positive phase gradient (Figure 4.14(a)) and negative phase gradient (Figure 4.14(b)).

(a) Ten-section (Positive Phase Gradient) (b) Ten-section (Negative Phase Gradient)
Figure 4.14 Discrete Metalayer Model
Since the transvers wave propagation direction cannot be obtained from the nodes
moving direction directly, Figure 4.15 shows the sketch of the three selected points to
calculate the wave propagation direction. The distance between Point P2 and P1 is ∆y,
and the distance between Point P3 and P1 is ∆x. Based on Eq. (12), the angle between the
transvers wave propagation direction and the x direction α (transmitted angle) can be
obtained.
cos(𝛼𝛼) =
sin(𝛼𝛼) =

𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 ∆𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥

(4-12a)

𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 ∆𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦

(4-12b)

∆𝑥𝑥

∆𝑦𝑦

where ∆tx and ∆ty are the times of the same wave peak propagating from P1 to P3 and P1
to P2, respectively.
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Figure 4.15 Sketch of 3 Selected Points to Calculate the Wave Propagation Direction
Figure 4.16 shows the displacement amplitude of three selected points on the tensection design model. The distance between points P1 and P2 is 4, and the ∆tx is 0.035s
from Figure 4.16. Based on Eq. (4-12a) the wave propagation direction is +51.7o, which
is very close to the analytical solution (51.8o) obtained by generalized Snell’s Eq. (4-4). It
is also noted that the transmitted wave amplitude is around 1.27, which is pretty closed to
the analytical solution value “1.29” obtained in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.16 Displacement Amplitude of 3 Selected Points on Ten-Section Design Model
Figure 4.17 compares the wave propagation of ten-section design with positive and
negative phase gradient. It is seen that the wave form is not the same perfect wave form
as the analytical solution shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. This phenomena may be
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caused by the imperfect uniform phase gradient generated by metalayer. Li et al. [62] also
noticed the same imperfect wave from, and considered that this result is due to the
mismatched wave amplitude along the metasurface.

(a) u1 (positive phase gradient)

(b) u2 (positive phase gradient)

(c) u1 (negative phase gradient)

(d) u2 (negative phase gradient)

Figure 4.17 Periodic Length of Metalayer Element d = 9 (d>λT & d<λL)
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As discussed in the last paragraph of section 4.3.2, the minimum SV transmitted
angle will decrease when Poisson’s ratio increases. Therefore, with a larger Poisson’s
ratio, the purely transmitted SV wave can reach a smaller transmitted angle. Figure 4.18
shows the transmitted SV wave through a material with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. The
transmitted angle is 29.9 o.

Figure 4.18 Displacement u1 of ten-section design with Periodic Length d = 12.2

4.5

Conclusion

This Chapter is focused on the analysis of elastic phase-controlling metalayer. Based
on the generalized Snell’s law, the elastic phase-controlling metalayer is realized. In
addition, with the normal incident longitudinal wave, it is demonstrated that the
propagation capability of the longitudinal wave and the in plane transvers wave can be
manipulated by the metamaterial thickness in each section of the metalayer. Following
conclusions can be made upon the analysis above:
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1. Through controlling the metamaterial thickness in each section of the metalayer,
the fabricated metalayer with phase gradient is realized to satisfy the generalized Snell’s
law.
2. The harmonic wave form of transmitted waves is derived for the P incident wave
from metalayer to conventional material.
3. It is found that, with the normal incident P wave, the transmitted waves can be
controlled by the periodic length of the metalayer element. And whether the wave can
propagate through metalayer is depend on the wave length is larger or shorter than the
periodic length of the metalayer element.
4. If the periodic length of the metalayer element is larger than λT but smaller than λL,
only the SV wave can transmit through the metalayer. Thus the longitudinal plane wave
is converted into pure in plane shear wave. In addition, through controlling the phase
gradient and the Poisson’s ratio of conventional material, even with the normal incident P
wave, the transmitted purely SV wave can be switched to any direction.
5. Since the phase gradient is the same at the both sides of metalayer, for specific
wave, if its wave length is larger than the periodic length of the metalayer element, the
wave energy cannot come out. So the metalayer cannot just isolate wave with certain
frequency, but also can serve as the energy absorption part in the structure.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FREQUENCY DEPENDENT
PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY RESONANT ELASTIC METAMATERIALS

5.1

Introduction

Since Liu et al. [16] proposed the first acoustic metamaterial which can exhibit
negative effective mass at certain frequency range, development of new metamaterial
models and experimentally verifications of the negative effective mass becomes a
popular research area [76-79]. Liu et al. [16] experimentally verified the first acoustic
metamaterial model using rubber-coated spheres as the local resonant microstructure, and
the effective negative mass is induced by the local resonance of these rubber-coated
spheres. Lee et al. [76] fabricated a one-dimensional acoustic metamaterial by an array of
very thin elastic membranes, and verified the negative effective density by experiment.
Manimala et al. [55] created negative effective mass structures by incorporating
resonating endo-structures within a load bearing exo-structure to mitigate single
frequency vibration and broad-band impact-type loadings, and the negative effective
mass was experimentally verified for a single resonator. However, due to the attention on
negative effective mass, most of the previous experiment focused on the attenuation
phenomenon in the band gap, but seldom experiment was studied on the frequency
dependent properties effect on structures.
In this Chapter, cooperated with Prof. Martinez’s group in School of Materials
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Engineering at Purdue University, elastic metamaterials composed of spherical rubberencased solid particle inclusions in an epoxy matrix were tested. With the elastic
metamaterial supplied by Prof. Martinez group, firstly, the Young’s modulus of epoxy
was obtained based on the vibration test of a pure epoxy sample. Then, a representative
unit cell for the metamaterial was discretized into its equivalent mass-spring model using
the static FEM simulation approach. Secondly, a vibration modal analysis was performed
and its band region is obtained by numerical simulations. After that, by the use of a coil
shaker, a vibration test was performed on the alumina-rubber-epoxy metamaterial sample.
Compared with the simulation results, the attenuation characteristics in the band gap of
proposed elastic metamaterial was verified. In addition, different parameters of the inner
resonator were selected to compare their influence on the attenuation region from the
numerical simulation and vibration test. Finally, the dynamic behavior of free-free rods
made of elastic metamaterials was verified by piezoelectric patches based vibration tests.
5.2

Solid-Rubber-Epoxy Elastic Metamaterials

Figure 5.1 Sketch of Solid-Rubber-Epoxy Elastic Metamaterials
Figure 5.1 shows the sketch of solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterials made by Prof.
Martinez’s group. The blue base is the epoxy matrix, green shell is the rubber, and the red
circle is the solid particle.
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Figure 5.2 shows the process of producing solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterials.
The spherical core-shell resonators are fabricated from the coaxial dripping of two fluids:
the inner fluid, suspension; the outer fluid, ultraviolet-curable silicone rubber. A vertical
system for resonator fabrication was developed by Prof. Martinez’s group. This “verticaldevice” was designed such that a steel coaxial needle could be positioned pointing
downwards where both the inner and outer fluids were extruded through the coaxial
needle tip as shown in Figure 5.2(a).Then the pinch-off of each drop occurs based on the
balance of forces between the interfacial tension, and gravity [80, 81]. The core-shell
drops in air will drip into a collection bath where ultraviolet crosslinking of the shell
occurs. Since the drops are only exposed to the ultraviolet for approximately 6 seconds,
they become solid, but not fully crosslinked. Therefore, further crosslinking was
necessary after collection. The crosslinked drops were harvested from solution followed
by being dried and stored, and then were cast into a long thin bar in a rigid, two-part clear
epoxy to fabricate acoustic metamaterial sample, shown in Figure 5.2(b).

Figure 5.2 (a) Schematic of Setup to Fabricate Millimeter-Size Acoustic Resonators in
Air, (b) Simplified Schematic Showing Basic Steps to Fabricating Layered Sample
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5.3

Numerical Simulation of Elastic Metamaterials Rod Vibration Behavior

Figure 5.3 shows the alumina-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterial sample. The
geometry of this sample is 252mm×51mm×12mm, including 2600 resonators distributed
in 4 layers. In order to get an accurate simulation model and then compare with the
spring-mass model in previous chapters, the elastic properties of each part in the sample
should be known first, and then the 3D elastic metamaterial sample need to be simplified
as the 1D spring-mass model.

Figure 5.3 Alumina-Rubber-Epoxy Elastic Metamaterial Sample

5.3.1

Young’s Modulus of Epoxy

Although all the properties can be obtained from the material list, the Young’s
modulus of epoxy is related to loading frequency, and needs to be determined. A pure
epoxy sample (Figure 5.4) was used for a vibration test to get the longitudinal natural
frequency of the sample.

Figure 5.4 Pure Epoxy Sample
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The test system is shown in Figure 5.5 with one signal generator (Hewlett Packard
33120A), one shaker (MB Electronics PM25), one power amplifier (MB Electronics
2125MB), and one piezoelectric accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics INC. 356B21). In
order to check the mode shape, the accelerometers were placed at five different positions
on the sample (Figure 5.6): base point, Point 10 (10 mm from the base), Point 80 (80 mm
from the base), Point 150 (150 mm from the base), and Point 220 (220 mm from the
base).

Figure 5.5 Testing Setup

Figure 5.6 Testing Points

Based on the normalized result (divided by the acceleration of the base input), the
first three longitudinal natural frequencies are: 1900 Hz, 5900 Hz and 9500 Hz, shown in
Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Normalized Response of Epoxy Sample Vibration Test
Then a steady-state vibration FEM simulation was performed using a model specimen
as shown in Figure 5.8. When the Young’s modulus is set as 3.03GPa, the normalized
longitudinal accelerations of the four points corresponding to the test points are shown in
Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.8 Epoxy Sample FEM Model
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Figure 5.9 Normalized Response of Epoxy Sample Simulation
Taking Point 220 as reference, Table 5.1 lists the acceleration rates of at different
points obtained from the vibration test and FEM simulation, respectively. The rates of all
test points match very well. This verifies the assumed Young’s modulus of 3.03GPa for
the epoxy.
Table 5.1 Acceleration Rate Respective to Point 220
Mode No.
1st Mode
2nd Mode

Method
Vibration Test
FEM Simulation
Vibration Test
FEM Simulation

Point 10
0.16
0.10
0.19
0.13

Point 80
0.61
0.53
1.04
1.08

Point 150
0.96
0.92
0.31
0.27

Point 220
1
1
1
1

The material properties of various unit cell components are given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Material Properties for Various Unit Cell Components
Material
Alumina
Rubber
Epoxy

Component
description
Inclusion-mass
Inclusion-spring
Matrix

Young’s modulus
(E), Pa
350E9
1.275E6
3.03E9

Poisson’s ratio
(ν)
0.25
0.45
0.37

Density (ρ),
kg/m3
2005
980
1100
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5.3.2

Unit Cell Discretization

The diameter of the alumina particle is 1.6mm while the outer diameter of the rubber
inclusion is 3.5mm. Since there are 2600 resonators inside the metamaterial sample, the
side of the unit cell cube is set as 3.9mm.
To compare with the previous analytical solution, the 3D elastic metamaterial unit
cell is discretized to a mass-spring model as shown in Figure 5.10. The outer epoxy
matrix is modeled as a rigid mass (shown as a ring in Figure 5.10(b)), m1 with its
effective stiffness described as a linear outer spring, k1. The stiffness of the rubber
encasement is modeled using a linear inner spring, k2, while the alumina particle is
assumed to be a rigid point mass, m2. The discrete mass-spring model is shown in Figure
5.10(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10 (a) Metamaterial Unit-cell, (b) Equivalent Discrete Mass-spring Model
5.3.2.1 Calculation of Spring Stiffness k2
Static FEM simulations were performed to determine the stiffness of the rubber layer
around the alumina particle in the inclusion. Two different configurations with perfectly
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bonded and frictionless contact boundary conditions at the matrix-inclusion interface
were analyzed. These two cases are summarized below:
Case 1: Perfectly bonded boundary condition at the inclusion-matrix interface.
Case 2: Frictionless contact definition at the inclusion-matrix interface.
For each case, the center of the alumina particle is incrementally loaded and the
average circumferential displacement of the alumina particle is measured. The rubber is
considered to be a linear elastic isotropic material. The interface boundary is assumed to
be rigid. The model is axisymmetric and small deformation analysis is considered.
The unloaded and loaded FEM displacement profiles for the case with perfectly
bonded interface boundary are shown in Figure 5.11(a). The loaded FEM displacement
profile for the case with contact definition at interface boundary is shown in Figure
5.11(b).

Figure 5.11 (a) Unloaded & loaded FEM displacement (perfectly bonded interface
boundary), (b) Loaded FEM displacement (contact definition at interface boundary)
The load-displacement curves obtained from the simulations for the two cases are
shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Load-Displacement Curves from FEM for Rubber Encased Alumina Internal
Resonator of Different Boundary Conditions at Inclusion-Matrix Interfaces
The stiffness, k2 for the inner spring in the discrete mass-spring model is obtained
from the slopes of the curves and are summarized in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Spring Stiffness k2 Computed from FEM Load-Displacement Curves
Case No. k2 calculation type description Inner stiffness (k2), N/m
1
Core Bonded
35698
2
Core Contact
14198

5.3.2.2 Calculation of Spring Stiffness k1
In order to obtain the stiffness of the unit cell epoxy matrix, static FEM simulations
were performed on a cubic geometry with an internal spherical cavity as shown in Figure
5.13. The total reaction force is measured incrementally for an applied displacement up to
0.1 mm. The deformation profiles and force values before and after applied displacement
are shown in Figure 5.13. The load-displacement curve and its linear fit are plotted in
Figure 5.14. The overall stiffness of outer epoxy matrix of the unit cell is obtained as
5.447 MN/m from the load-displacement curve.
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(a) Before Deformation

(b) After Deformation

Figure 5.13 Unit-Cell Epoxy Matrix Displacement Profiles Before & After Deformation
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Figure 5.14 Load-Displacement Curve & Stiffness of Unit-Cell Epoxy Matrix from FEM
5.3.2.3 Discrete Mass-spring Model Parameters
The spring stiffnesses k1 and k2 (for different cases) are obtained from static FEM
simulations as detailed above. After obtaining the natural frequency with the sample
model shown in Figure 5.11, the mass m2 is calculated based on k2 and the first natural
frequency. Then the m1 is calculated from the unit cell geometry and material densities.
The mass and stiffness parameters for the discrete model are summarized in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Parameters for Discrete Mass-spring Model
Case
No.

k2 type
description

Outer mass
(m1), kg

Inner mass
(m2), kg

Outer stiffness
(k1), N/m

Inner stiffness
(k2), N/m

1

Core bonded

5.43E-005

1.043E-05

5.447E06

35698

2

Core contact

5.58E-005

0.897E-05

5.447E06

14198

The resonance frequency of the inclusion is computed for each of the two cases using
the relation:

f0 =

ω0

2π

=

�k2 ⁄m2

(5-1)

2π

The resonance frequencies of two cases are listed in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Resonance Frequencies of Inclusion for Two Cases
Case No.

k2 type description

Resonance frequency (f0), Hz

1

Core Bonded

9309

2

Core Contact

6330

5.3.3

Numerical Simulation Results and Discussion

5.3.3.1 Numerical Simulation Model
A one dimensional 50 unit cell chain is created using a series arrangement of the
discrete mass-spring model in ABAQUS as shown in Figure 5.15. The masses are
modeled as rigid points and the stiffnesses are modeled using linear spring elements. The
point mass spacing d is the length of the unit cell.
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Figure 5.15 Discrete Mass-Spring FEM model
5.3.3.2 Dispersion Curve
Based on the analytical derivation in [20], the theoretical dispersion relation for the
acoustic metamaterial can be obtained from the mass-spring model as:
m1 m2 ω4 − [(m1 + m2 )k 2 + 2m2 k1 (1 − cos(qd))]ω2 + 2k1 k 2 (1 − cos(qd)) = 0

(5-2)

where ω is angular frequency, q is wave number, and d is the unit cell length.

A free vibration modal analysis is performed on a 50 unit cell discrete mass-spring

model to extract the natural frequencies and wavelengths for the acoustic and optical
modes. The k2 stiffness used in this simulation is 35698 N/m (Case 1: Core Bonded) and
the local inclusion resonance frequency is 9309 Hz. The comparison of the FEM and
theoretical dispersion curves are shown in Figure 5.16. They have a good agreement. The
attenuation band gap exists in the frequency range
f

m

1 < f < �1 + m2
0

1

(5-3)

where f0 is the inclusion resonance frequency. For the present case, the band gap exists
between f0 and 1.12f0 or 9309 Hz and 10466 Hz as shown in Figure 5.16. The band gap
can be widened by increasing the inclusion to matrix mass ratio.
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Figure 5.16 Theoretical & FEM dispersion curves
5.3.3.3 Transmissibility Characteristic
Steady state simulations are performed to obtain the transmissibility curves over a
broadband frequency range that encompasses the band gap. The transmissibility is
obtained by measuring the ratio of the output displacement at the fiftieth unit cell to the
applied input displacement at the first unit cell. Figure 5.17 and 5.18 plot the
transmissibility curves versus excitation frequency for the two cases. It is found that there
is nearly complete attenuation of the input wave in the vicinity of the resonance
frequency for both cases. The band gap location and width obtained from the simulations
also agree very well with the theoretical predictions. The location and the width of the
band gap can be tailored to suit the frequency range of interest by modifying the unit cell
parameters, i.e. the material properties of the unit cell components.
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Figure 5.17 Transmissibility vs. Excitation Frequency for Case 1 (Core Bonded)

Figure 5.18 Transmissibility vs. Excitation Frequency for Case 2 (Core Contact)
5.4

Experimental Study of Elastic Metamaterial Rod Vibration Behavior

Since the wave attenuation phenomenon in the band gap is the most obvious
characteristic of elastic metamaterials, coil shaker based vibration test was first
performed to demonstrate this phenomenon. Following that, piezoelectric actuator based
vibration test, which can generate waves with higher frequency, was then performed to
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demonstrate the wave attenuation phenomena for elastic metamaterials with smaller
resonators and, moreover, to verify the effect of frequency dependent properties on
vibration of rods predicted in Chapter 3.
5.4.1

Shaker Based Vibration Test

5.4.1.1 Global Frequency
In order to verify the simulation model, vibration tests of an alumina-rubber-epoxy
metamaterial sample were performed with the same set-up as described in section 5.3.1.
Figure 5.19 and 5.20 (Case 1 was adopted) show the global frequency of the sample
measured by vibration tests and calculated by FEM simulations, respectively. The
difference between the first four modes calculated by FEM simulations and vibration
tests is less than 10%, which is acceptable considering the non-uniformity of alumina
resonators and their random distributions. Therefore, Case 1 (perfectly bonded boundary
condition at the inclusion-matrix interface) should be closer to the actual specimen.

Figure 5.19 Normalized Response of Metamaterial Sample by Vibration Test
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Figure 5.20 Normalized Response of Metamaterial Sample by FEM Simulation
5.4.1.2 Attenuation Phenomenon
The wave attenuation phenomenon in the band gap is the most special characteristic
of metamaterials. Figure 5.21 shows the subtractive result (acceleration of the testing
point minus the base input) of different testing points from 0 Hz to 10000 Hz. It is clear
that accelerations of all the testing points are less than the input excitation near 9400 Hz
(the negative peak), which is obviously the wave attenuation phenomenon.

Figure 5.21 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Metamaterial Sample by Vibration Test
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In order to find the relationship between the transmissibility and testing location
(distance from the acoustic wave source) in the band gap, a more meticulous steady state
simulation was performed in the frequency range from 9309 Hz to 10000Hz. The
subtractive result is shown in Figure 5.22. It is clear that acceleration decreases with the
distance from the excitation location at the base of the test sample.

Figure 5.22 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Metamaterial Sample by FEM Simulation
With the same set-up described in section 5.3.1, accelerations of four testing points
corresponding to the same distance from the acoustic wave source in the FEM simulation
were recorded. Instead of the sharp attenuation phenomenon at 9309 Hz in the simulation,
the subtractive result of the test (Figure 5.23) shows a significant attenuation
phenomenon at 9100 Hz. This discrepancy may be due to some inaccuracy in the model.
In addition, contrast to the decreasing trend shown in the simulation, the acceleration
does not decrease strictly with the distance from the excitation point. This may be caused
by the non-uniform size and distribution of resonators in the test sample.
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Figure 5.23 Subtractive Acceleration Result (in Band Gap) of Metamaterial
Sample by Vibration Test
The same vibration test was performed on the epoxy sample. Figure 5.24 shows its
subtractive result, from which we cannot find the wave attenuation phenomenon.
Therefore, it can be concluded that we have realized elastic metamaterials with this solidrubber-epoxy type composite material.

Figure 5.24 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Epoxy Sample by Vibration Test
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5.4.2

Material Parameters Variation Effect on Vibration Behavior

Based upon the analytical explanation in previous chapters, it is known that the
attenuation region in the frequency domain depends primarily on the local resonance
frequency of the inner resonator. Therefore, in order to alter the position of attenuation
region in frequency domain and enlarge the band gap range different material parameters
of the inner resonators are studied.
5.4.2.1 Test Sample
Since the natural frequency of the inner mass-spring system is controlled by the
effective mass and effective spring constant of the inner resonator, the effects of
resonator material and the size of rubber layer are studied. In this section, encased by the
same epoxy, three typical sample cases with different resonator materials or rubber layer
size are compared (shown in Figure 5.25). Table 5.6 lists the material properties for
various samples shown in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25 Metamaterial Samples of (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2 and (c) Case 3
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Table 5.6 Material Properties for Various Metamaterial Samples
Model
No.

Core
Material

Density
(ρ), kg/m3

Young’s
modulus (E), Pa

Poisson’s
ratio (υ)

Core
diameter, mm

Rubber layer
diameter, mm

1

Alumina

2005

350E9

0.25

1.4

2.5

2

PZT

4118

100E9

0.31

1.13

2.5

3

PZT

4118

100E9

0.31

1.45

3

Using the same testing setup and procedures described in section 5.4.1, for each
sample case above, the subtractive results (acceleration of the testing point minus the
base input) at different testing points from 100 Hz to 10000 Hz are obtained (shown in
Figure 5.26-5.28).

Figure 5.26 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Sample Case 1 by Vibration Test
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Figure 5.27 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Sample Case 2 by Vibration Test

Figure 5.28 Subtractive Acceleration Result of Sample Case 3 by Vibration Test
In the wave attenuation region, the amplitude of wave response of all the test points
should be smaller than the input, which means in that frequency range all points in the
above subtractive result figures should be negative. Comparing the above three figures, it
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is obvious that sample Case 3 has a clear band gap around 8600 Hz, however, sample
Case 1 and Case 2 do not show such kind of attenuation phenomenon.
5.4.2.2 Numerical Simulations
In order to figure out why some metamaterial sample cases cannot generate the
attenuation phenomenon, numerical simulations are performed. Figure 5.29 shows the
corresponding simulation models of sample Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.29 Numerical Simulation of (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2 and (c) Case 3
For each model, the center of the particle is incrementally loaded and the average
circumferential displacement of the alumina particle is measured. The rubber is
considered to be a linear elastic isotropic material. The inner mass is assumed to be rigid.
The model is axisymmetric and small deformation analysis is considered. Table 5.7 lists
the effective mass and the effective spring constant of the three kinds of model.
Table 5.7 Effective Parameters for Various Models
Model
no.

Inner mass
(m2), kg

Inner stiffness
(k2), N/m

Resonance frequency
(f0), Hz

1

3.6886e-06

26907

13593

2

3.7715e-06

14750

9953.0

3

7.7901e-06

21105

8284.1
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It is clear that the local resonance frequencies of sample Case 1 and Case 2 are
beyond 10 kHz which is the upper limit of the shaker. Since the attenuation region is near
this local resonance frequency, the current test setup can hardly catch the attenuation
phenomenon of the first two sample cases. Therefore, a new test setup with a higher
frequency limit is required. Moreover, comparing these three sample cases, it is seen that
making the resonator mass heavier or enlarging the resonator size can decrease the band
gap region.
5.4.3

Piezoelectric Actuator Based Vibration Test

Since piezoelectric materials usually deform linearly with respect to electrical charge,
and their upper working frequency can go up to MHz. Thus, the piezoelectric actuator is
a good candidate to generate high frequency waves.
5.4.3.1 Piezoelectric Actuator Design
Rectangular piezoelectric actuators (30.0 mm-15.0 mm-0.4 mm-850 WFB, APC
International, Ltd) are selected (shown in Figure 5.30) for the test. The frequency
constant in the longitudinal dimension of this type of piezoelectric material is 1500 Hz*m,
so the frequency limitation in the longitudinal direction is 50 kHz. In addition, the wraparound electrode pattern is applied. This pattern is also referred to as “WFB” or “with
feedback” (shown in Figure 5.31). This kind of design is convenient to connect electrical
leads to the same surface of the ceramic and then bond the opposite surface of the
ceramic against the flat surface of the specimen.
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Figure 5.30 Piezoelectric Actuator Pattern

Figure 5.31 Piezoelectric Actuator (30.0 mm-15.0 mm-0.4 mm-850 WFB, APC
International, Ltd)
5.4.3.2 Test Setup
To obtain the symmetric lamb wave propagating in the elastic metamaterial sample,
two piezoelectric actuators are placed symmetrically at the top and bottom on one end of
the sample (shown in Figure 5.32(a)). At the other end, the same piezoelectric patches are
used as signal sensors to measure the generated wave (shown in Figure 5.32(b)).

(a) Piezoelectric Actuators

(b) Piezoelectric Sensor

Figure 5.32 Piezoelectric Plate’s Arrangement (a) Actuators, (b) Sensors
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The test system is shown in Figure 5.33 including one signal generator (Hewlett
Packard 33120A), and one oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 420).

(a) Oscilloscope

(b) Signal Generator

Figure 5.33 Testing Setup
5.4.3.3 Test Results
In order to generate larger wave amplitudes in the elastic metamaterial, a test sample
with only one layer of solid-rubber resonators is designed. The size of the pure epoxy
sample is 64x18x3 (mm). Actuators and sensors are set at 24 mm away from the ends of
the sample. Two patches are bonded on the top surface and bottom surface symmetrically.
The pure epoxy sample photo and numerical simulation model are shown in Figure 5.34.

(a) Test Photo

(b) Simulation Model
Figure 5.34 Piezoelectric Patches

Figure 5.35 compares the test and simulation results of the pure epoxy sample. It is
clear that the frequencies of peaks in the two figures are close, but the overall shapes are
different. This difference is due to that the simulation is based on linear elastic model, but
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the practical vibration test is on the real material which is not purely elastic. So when the
input force frequency is close to the natural frequency of the sample bar, the simulated
displacement response becomes unbounded. Ignoring this difference, we can say the test
measurement and the simulation result have a good agreement. Besides, it is found that
the response of the test data is not constant, this is due to the shear stress of the
piezoelectric actuator is transmitted to the sample only at the ends [82], which caused the
wavelength tuning between the two wave source [83].

(a) Frequency Response of Pure Epoxy Sample by Test

(b) Frequency Response of Pure Epoxy Sample by FEM Simulation
Figure 5.35 Test Result & FEM Simulation for Pure Epoxy Sample
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Three metamaterial sample cases with the same alumina-rubber core resonators but
different resonator numbers are compared (shown in Figure 5.36). The specific set of
material size and property for alumina core is: Core diameter 1.4mm, Rubber Layer
diameter 3.24mm, Core density 1111.4 kg/m3. Following the same simulation steps as
section 5.3.2, the local resonant frequency is 11,783 Hz.

Figure 5.36 Response of Pure Epoxy and Sample 500, 1000, 2000 Resonators
Although the length and width of the three metamaterial samples and pure epoxy
sample can be controlled, since there are different numbers of resonators inside each
sample, each sample has a different mass density, which makes it meaningless to
compare their natural frequencies directly. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, for the
vibration of free-free rod, the resonance frequencies can be expressed as Eq. (5-4), where
L is the length of the rod, n is the natural order, Eeff and ρeff are the effective Young’s
modulus and effective density of the rod.
ωn =

nπ
L

Eeff

ρ eff

, n = 0, 1, 2 …

(5-4)
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It is obvious that for the same order natural mode, the ratio of rods with different
elastic constant are the same. Thus, in order to compare the natural frequencies between
one elastic metamaterial sample with its corresponding effective pure epoxy sample, we
only need to shift the frequency axis of the test pure epoxy data shown in Figure 5.36(a).
As long as the same order natural frequencies of the shifted pure epoxy data and elastic
metamaterial data matched, we should find the band gap region based on the wave
attenuation phenomena, and see the natural resonance frequency distribution change near
the band gap.
Figure 5.37 compares the test results of the three elastic metamaterial samples with
their corresponding frequency shifted pure epoxy data. It is clear that, for Sample 500
(Figure 5.37(a)), the response around 12,500 Hz is smaller than the pure epoxy sample,
which is very close to the calculated local resonance frequency by numerical simulation.
And for sample including 1000 and 2000 resonators, the attenuation phenomenon is even
greater and the attenuation range is larger caused by the possible variation of the
resonators (Figure 5.37(b) & 5.37(c)). This can prove that the designed solid-rubberepoxy elastic metamaterial can also perform effective negative mass at high frequency
region by controlling the resonator size, and the wave attenuation effect will increase
with the number of inner resonators.
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Figure 5.37(a) Response of Shifted Pure Epoxy and Sample with 500 Resonators

Figure 5.37(b) Response of Shifted Pure Epoxy and Sample with 1000 Resonators

Figure 5.37(c) Response of Shifted Pure Epoxy and Sample with 2000 Resonators
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In addition, it is clear that even the small order natural frequencies are matched
perfectly, the natural frequencies of elastic metamaterial sample shifted ahead when it
close to band gap region. This phenomenon is more significant with the increase of
resonator number. So, in Figure 5.37(c), the 8th natural frequency of elastic metamaterial
sample is 8300 Hz, which has shifted ahead 360 Hz compared with the pure epoxy
sample. This phenomenon verifies the conclusion that the frequency dependent mass will
increase significantly and cause the natural frequency of the rod to shift backward.
5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, the wave attenuation characteristics of elastic metamaterials
composed of spherical rubber-encased solid particle inclusions in an epoxy matrix is
verified by numerical simulations and coil shaker based vibration tests. Further, the
dynamic behavior of free-free rods made of elastic metamaterials predicted in Chapter 3
is verified by piezoelectric patches based vibration tests. Based on the results and
discussion in this chapter, we can conclude that:
1. The 3D solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterial sample can be utilized to obtain
1D discrete mass-spring model by a simple procedure based on static FEM simulations.
The theoretical dispersion relation and band gap width of the metamaterial has a good
agreement with numerical simulation results based on the one dimensional discrete massspring model.
2. The comparison of the subtractive acceleration result of pure epoxy sample and
metamaterial sample shows the wave attenuation characteristic of the test elastic
metamaterial sample. However, due to the non-uniformity of the resonator and its random
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arrangement, the acceleration response does not decrease strictly with the distance from
the excitation point.
3. The natural frequency of the inner mass-spring system is controlled by the effective
mass and effective spring constant of the inner resonator. Making the resonator mass
heavier and enlarging the resonator size are two effective approaches to lower the band
gap frequency region.
4. Comparing the piezoelectric actuator based vibration test results of the three elastic
metamaterial samples and their corresponding frequency shift in pure epoxy data, it
demonstrates that the designed solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterial can also perform
effective negative mass at high frequency region by controlling the resonator size, and the
wave attenuation effect will increase with the number of inner resonators.
5. Comparing the natural frequency of elastic metamaterial samples with their
corresponding frequency shifted pure epoxy data, it is found that even the small order
natural frequencies are matched perfectly, the natural frequencies of elastic metamaterial
sample shifted ahead when it close to band gap region. This phenomenon verifies the
conclusion that the frequency dependent mass will increase significantly and cause the
natural frequency of the rod shifting ahead.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

6.1

Summary

The mechanisms, structural behavior, and novel applications of frequency dependent
mechanical properties of elastic metamaterials with local resonant microstructures are
investigated by analytical, numerical and experimental techniques. In Chapter 1, the
development history of acoustic/elastic metamaterials is reviewed. It is found that, at the
beginning, most studies are focused on the negative effective mass and negative effective
modulus, but in recent years, the attention has shifted to zero-index properties and wave
manipulation with metasurface. In 2016, Steven et al. [1] made a modified definition on
“Metamaterial” as a material with “on-demand” effective properties [2], without the
constraints imposed by what nature provides. This “on-demand” effective properties have
the same meaning as the topic of this dissertation: frequency dependent mechanical
properties.
In Chapter 2, the effective mass and wave propagation in elastic metamaterials with
negative effective mass is studied from the view of energy transmission. Based on the
effective monatomic mass lattice model, two band gap formation mechanisms are
proposed. The first one is due to the kinetic energy requirement beyond the capability of
the external work of the external spring in each representative element. The second one is
due to the negative external work requirement caused by the interaction of two masses in
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each representative element. The critical angle corresponding to each band gap formation
mechanism has been derived and the energy transmission characteristics of the mass-inmass lattice system on these frequencies are verified by FE simulations. Following that,
the band gap in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is explained based on the proposed
two formation mechanisms, and the passing band between the two band gaps generated
by the single negative effective mass in diatomic mass-in-mass lattice system is
eliminated based on the analytical derivation of the proposed two mechanisms and
verified by the tone burst wave propagation using the FE simulation.
The energy transmission explanation in Chapter 2 reveals another significant
phenomenon: the effective mass density of elastic metamaterials is frequency dependent.
In light of this, the dynamic behavior of elastic metamaterials with frequency dependent
properties is investigated in Chapter 3. First, based on the simplified metamaterial massin-mass lattice model, the equations of frequency dependent mass density and Young’s
Modulus for the effective continuum media are derived. Second, making use of the
frequency dependent mechanical properties, the dynamic response of a rod made of the
elastic metamaterial is studied. It is found that there is no natural resonance frequency
shown in the band gap region of the corresponding metamaterial mass-in-mass lattice
model, and that due to the variation of the effective mass density and Young’s modulus,
the natural resonance frequency distribution of the rod is changed. Finally, wave
propagation in layered structures made of elastic metamaterials is studied. Based on the
spectral approach, the general wave amplitude transfer function and the final transmitted
wave amplitude range of the layered elastic metamaterial structure with decreasing
density are obtained using Mathematical Induction method.
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Chapter 4 focuses on realization and analysis of elastic phase-controlling metalayer.
Based on the generalized Snell’s law, the elastic phase-controlling metalayer is realized.
It is found that, with the normal incident P wave, the transmitted waves can be controlled
by the periodic length of the metalayer element. Whether the wave can propagate
through the interface depends on whether the wave length is larger or shorter than the
periodic length of the metalayer element. If the periodic length of the metalayer element
is larger than λT but smaller than λL, then only the SV wave can transmit through the
interface. Thus the longitudinal wave is converted into a shear wave. In addition, since
the phase gradient is the same on both sides of the metalayer, for a specific wave with
wave length larger than the periodic length of the metalayer element, the wave energy
cannot come out. So the metalayer not only can isolate wave with certain frequency, but
also can serve as the energy absorption part in the structure.
Two basic but important dynamic phenomena of frequency dependent properties of
elastic metamaterials and the structural behavior predicted in Chapter 3 are
experimentally verified in Chapter 5. First a 3D solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterial
sample is utilized to obtain a 1D discrete mass-spring model by a simple procedure based
on static FEM simulations. Then the wave attenuation characteristics of a metamaterial
composed of spherical rubber-encased alumina particle inclusions in an epoxy matrix is
verified by numerical simulations and coil shaker based vibration tests. Further,
comparing the piezoelectric actuator based vibration test results of three elastic
metamaterial samples and their corresponding frequency shifted pure epoxy data, it is
demonstrated that the solid-rubber-epoxy elastic metamaterial can also display negative
effective mass at a high frequency region. In addition, the natural frequency of the elastic
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metamaterial rod sample that is close to the band gap region would shift to a smaller
value. This phenomenon verifies the conclusion made in Chapter 3 that the frequency
dependent effective mass will increase significantly to cause the shift of the natural
frequency of the rod.
6.2

Outlook of Research in Acoustic/elastic Metamaterials

Acoustic/elastic metamaterial research has been going on for more than a decade.
Many basic theories and explanations have been proposed and experimentally verified to
generate new types of acoustic/elastic metamaterials. With the unusual properties and
their proven potentials, more and more researchers start to enter this research field. In
view of the rapidly growth in the past decade, the future of acoustic/elastic metamaterials
appears to be bright [1]. Following are a few possible research areas for the future study.
1. Analytical and Numerical Studies: Although the use of metamaterials in
controlling waves propagation in air or in solids has been studied a lot by theoretical
methods and numerical simulations, more complicated situations, such as complicated
solid, gas-solid coupling, and fluid-solid interaction, still need to be explored. This kind
of study will extend the application of acoustic/elastic metamaterials to problems such as
earthquake isolation, structural acoustic energy absorption, and anti-sonar coating.
2. Novel Manufacturing Technology: Many acoustic/elastic metamaterials designs
have been proposed and experimentally verified. However, due to the complex structure
of the resonators, how to transfer the laboratory made metamaterials sample to real-world
mass production with high quality is still a problem. Several novel manufacturing
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technologies are possible solutions, such as 3D printing, nanoscale manufacturing, and
etc.
3. Design Optimization: Even so many designs of metamaterials have been proposed,
to expand their future applications more microstructural designs for different behaviors
are desired. Fabrication of complicated metamaterials is another area that requires
attention.
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